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Wolf Blitzer, Washington correspondent for The Jerusalem Post, was the guest speaker at the in-

augural Hy Hochberg Memorial Lecture held on February 9 at the Jewish Community Campus.
Shown with the visiting journalist, are, left to right, Gerald Berger, President of the Jewish Com-
munity Council; Dr. Harvey Lithwick, Chairman of the evening; Mr. Blitzer; and Norman Zager-
man, who thanked the speaker.

Must get parties talking

No ‘quick fix’—but
M-E peace possible

There is no ‘quick fix’ for

peace in the Middle East, accor-

ding to Wolf Blitzer,

Washington correspondent for

The Jerusalem Post.

“While peace is possible, it’s

going to be a difficult and ar-

duous process over the next

several years,” the noted jour-

nalist says.

Blitzer was the guest speaker

at the inaugural Hy Hochberg
Memorial Lecture held on Sun-

day, February 9 at the Jewish
Community Campus. He ad-

dressed the topic, “Peace Bet-

ween Arabs and Israelis: Is It

Possible?" Some 200 people

were in attendance.

“The volatile Middle East

always has to be ready for the

‘worst case’ scenario,” Blitzer

says, “Israeli military leaders

are not seeing a very pretty sight

in their neighborhood.”
Noting that Israel has not

had a day’s peace since 1948,

Blitzer offered his own recipe

for getting the peace process

started: “First you have to get

people into a room, start them
talking and see where that

winds up,” he said.

Although on the surface the

suggestion seems naively sim-

ple, the formula is one that

worked for Blitzer in the past.

He is credited with planting the

seed that grew into the historic

visit to Israel by the late Egyp-
tian President Anwar Sadat.

“While the peace treaty

(which came out of that visit)

has not developed as we would
have liked,” he says, “it is

nonetheless encouraging that a

‘cold peace’ has been sustain-

ed.”
Blitzer says he does not ex-

pect Hosnai Mubarak, ‘who
has problems of his own’, to

move expeditiously toward
peace.

“Setbacks like the Achille

Lauro affair have hurt the

Egyptian leader to the point

where he probably does not feel

strong enough right now to at-

tempt, for example, a meeting
with Shimon Peres on the Taba
dispute,” Blitzer notes.

The journalist says he was
more optimistic last October
than he is now about a peace
breakthrough with Jordan. Ex-

plaining that King Hussein has

historically met with Israeli

leaders in secret, he noted that

at these meetings the monarch
has always demanded Israeli

withdrawal from the West
Bank.
“However, last time Hussein

dropped that demand and
replaced it with two others,"

Blitzer said. The first was that

Israel has to agree to some sort

of international umbrella, the

second is that there must be

Palestinian representation at

any discussion. In Blitzer’s opi-

nion, these new demands are

not conducive to an early

peace.

Turning his attention to

Syria, Blitzer observed that

Assad would like nothing bet-

ter than to make Lebanon, as

well as the PLO, major sub-

sidiaries of his country and his

influence.

What will happen after

Assad, whose health is

somewhat in question? “When
it comes to doing battle with

Syria," Blitzer says, “Israel is

much stronger than ever
before, and in a one-on-one
confrontation today could beat

the Syrian army.
”

Sometimes Israel does more
than people in the outside

world would like, Blitzer says.

The reason for this, he explains,

is that when Israel sees her

Arab adversaries capable of

committing heinous crimes

against their own people, ‘im-

agine what they are capable of

doing to Israelis—and Jews.’

"And Holocaust survivors

who settled in Israel are only all

too aware of man’s possible

cruelty to man,” he adds.

Blitzer concluded his remarks

with the observation that a

Middle East peace will un-

doubtedly be a long, drawn-out

process and one which, if

resolved right away, won’t last.

“We must focus on th£ pro-

cedure first,” he said, “not the

substance. That will come
later.”

In his thanks to the speaker,

Norman Zagerman expressed

appreciation to Mr. Blitzer

for the tone he had set for the

inaugural evening, “which will

set an example for future lec-

tures.”

The Hy Hochberg Memorial
Lecture was opened by Jewish

Community Council President

Gerald Berger, who recalled the

accomplishments of late Ex-

ecutive Vice President and
acknowledged the presence of

his wife Pauline, and son and
daughter-in-law, Brian and
Rhonda Hochberg in the

audience.

Recalling the many gifts Hy
Hochberg gave to this com-
munity in terms of time and ef-

fort, chairman Harvey
Lithwick noted that the Chapel
in the Broadview building

dedicated in Hy Hochberg’s

memory and the annual Hy
Hochberg Memorial Lecture

will ensure his unique place in

this community’s history.

The ordeal is over

‘Natan 9 Shcharansky

comes home to Israel
JERUSALEM, (JTA) —

Anatoly Shcharansky, who
changed his given name to

Nathan when he arrived in

Israel February 1 1, told of the

brutal punishments he endured
during his nine years in the

Soviet Gulag and spoke of his

plans for the future, in his first

television interview here.

He said he expected his

mother, Ida Milgrom, and his

brother, Leonid, to join him in

Israel “within a month.” ‘I am
hoping for this. This was part

of the deal” for the East-West
prisoner exchange of which he

was a part, Shcharansky said.

Deft responses

The 38-year-old slightly built,

balding mathematician, com-
puter expert and cybernetics

scientist proved deft in his

responses to questions on mat-
ters that are fiercely controver-

sial in Israel. Asked if he was
“a religious man,” a matter

that has intrigued Israelis

because his wife, Avital

Shcharansky, seated by his side,

became Orthodox since she im-

migrated to Israel in 1974, the

aliya activist gave no direct

reply.

But in the course of the inter-

view, he recalled that he was
punished by 130 days in solitary

confinement in his Soviet

prison because he had gone on
a hunger strike to protest the

confiscation of a book of

psalms.

Reserves Judgement

Asked his opinion of the

“Eretz Israel” issue, the ques-

tion of whether Israel should

retain all of the Arab lands it

conquered in the 1967 war or

trade land for peace, Shcharan-

sky said he reserved judgement

because he still had much to

learn about the subject; to

which the TV anchorman inter-

jected, "Don’t worry, you
will."

Shcharansky said he hoped

to resume his profession in

Israel — he was a computer and
cybernetics technologist at the

Moscow Research Institute

before his dismissal in 1975 for

applying for an exit visa — but

he was concerned that his

knowledge is outdated con-

sidering the rapid advances in

those fields during his nine

year’s incarceration.

“I think I will have pro-

blems, but these aren 'l very

difficult problems . . . But it is

too early to make concrete

plans.” Shcharansky siad.

Asked if he planned to enter

politics in Israel, he replied, “I

certainly won’t be a profes-

sional politician. But I think I

have a duty to use my unique

experience in order to help

other people who . . . are still

in Russia. We — Avital and I

Anatoly Shcharansky

— must consider how to use

our experience. Hers is even

more unique than mine,” he
said.

With respect to the ongoing
controversy in Israel and world
Jewry over tactics in the strug-

gle for Soviet Jews — activism

versus quiet diplomacy,
Shcharansky siad in effect that

he favored a two-track
approach.

Doctor stunned

In the early 1970's, he recall-

ed, he and other Moscow ac-

tivists opposed the quiet

diplomacy approach of Presi-

dent Nixon and Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger. “But on
the other hand, pressures
without diplomacy are also in-

effective,” he said.

On the subject of his health,

Shcharansky said: “I had some
very bad periods . . .

problems

with my heart and my eyes.

This was the result of their

holding me in solitary confine-

ment for more than 400 days in

all . . . Today I told a doctor

here about conditions in

solitary and he was frankly

stunned and asked how it was
possible to survive such condi-

tions.”

Shcharansky noted that

under Soviet penal law, 15 days

was the longest time allowed to

keep a prisoner in solitary con-

finement. But his warders ig-

nored the law. "For instance,

when they took away this little

book of psalms, claiming I was

not allowed to have religious

books, I began a hunger strike.

And (as punishment) for that

they put me in solitary for 130

days. After 92 days I collaps-

ed.”
Recalling his year in prison

and labor camps, Shcharansky

said, “Many times in my
dreams I would see how I arriv-

ed in our land and how Avital

greets me. Each time it ended

the same way: I woke up. Now,

too, though this dream is

lasting for three whole days,

since they took me from the

KGB prison in Moscow, I am
afraid to wake up.”
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Vaad Report
by Gerald Berger

President, Ottawa Vaad Ha’Ir
Jewish Community Council

Shcharansky Shehecheyanu

In my last column I wrote of the possibility of the release of

Anatoly Shcharansky. In my heart of hearts, however, I was afraid

that it would not come to pass. I watched (he exchange take place,

on television on Tuesday morning. The only way 1 could think

to commemorate the occasion was to attend morning services and
to join my fellow congregants in prayer. The numerous references

to Deliverance in Shachrit did not go unnoticed.

Since then, we had our regular monthly meeting of (he Ex-
ecutive Committee and we realized that most people were look-

ing for a way to share the occasion as a community. Thus was
born the Shcharansky Shechecheyanu which will already have

taken place by the time this article appears. Such occasions are

few and far between in Jewish life, so I hope you will all have
had the opportunity to participate, both to celebrate and reflect

on the fate of our brethren still in the Soviet Union.

Shabbat Zachor

On Saturday, March 22, 1986, Jews throughout the world will

once again mark the Shabbat of Prayer and Remembrance for

the Jewish Community of Syria. It will also serve to remind us

that there are still Jews living in oppressive conditions throughout
the world.

Shabbat Zachor is the Yahrzeit of the four young Jewish girls

from Damascus who were murdered in 1974 while attempting to

escape (he horrors of life in Syria. They were three sisters, Mazel,
Laura and Farah Sebbagh and their cousin Eva Saad. Their hired

guide was to take them through the mountains into Lebanon. In-

stead he led them into a trap at the border, where the girls were
arrested, raped and murdered. Their mutilated bodies were stuffed

into sacks and thrown into (heir parents' homes.
It is also the time to reflect on the brutal massacre, in December

1983, of the pregnant Mrs. Lillian Abadi, together with her six-

year old son and four-year old daughter. These horrors make it

imperative that we do everything possible to rescue the remnant
of our brethren in Syria who are held captive.

This remnant consists of some 4,500 Jews concentrated in the

ghettoes of Damascus, Aleppo and Qamishli, whose growing sense

of fear and helplessness has led to desperate attempts by entire

families to flee the country. Their desperation grows from a denial

of civil liberties, economic restriction, quotas at institutions of
higher learning and the fact that they are literally being held
hostage by their government.

It is incumbent upon us as a community, not only to remember
(hem on Shabbat Zachor, but to sensitize others to their plight.

It is a matter of denial of basic human rights, in spite of the fact

that Syria is a signatory to (he UN Declaration of Human Rights.

It is another area that requires our attention and I am pleased
to note that the Women’s Federation of Ottawa, under the able

co-chairmanship of Linda Nadolny-Cogan and Cally Kardash has
taken some steps in that direction. It is my understanding that

they are planning an Open Meeting in the latter part of May
featuring Judy Feld-Carr of Toronto, who for many years now
has been the driving force in keeping (his issue alive, this meeting
will be open to the public. I hope you will plan to attend, to be
updated and to see how you can help.

Commonwealth Exhibit

Set For Sunday, May 25

Manny and Paula Agulnik named
Co-Chairmen UJA Superwalk ’86
Manny and Paul Agulnik

will co-chair the 1986 United
Jewish Appeal Walkathon to be

held on Sunday, May 25, accor-

ding to Larry Hartman,
General Chairman of the 1986

Campaign.
In making the announce-

ment, Mr. Hartman expressed

his delight that the Agulniks
have undertaken the

responsibility.

A native of Ottawa, Manny
is Director of Leasing at

Regional Realty Limited. He
has found time in his busy
schedule to actively participate

in the Men’s Club of Agudath
Israel Synagogue and is

presently a member of the

Board of the Ottawa Talmud
Torah Afternoon School. He
has worked on behalf of United

Jewish Appeal for several

years.

Paula is Executive Director

of R.E.A.C.H. (Resource,
Educational and Advocacy
Centre for the Handicapped).
She plays an active role on the

Regional Board of Ottawa
Women’s O.R.T. and is involv-

ed with the Ottawa Chapter for

Ethiopian Jewry. As well, she

has been involved in Women’s
Division, U.J.A. for a number
of years.

The Agulniks have two sons,

Adam and Mark.
Both Manny and Paula are

very excited and enthused
about the potential of the 1986

Walkathon and are in the pro-

cess of assembling a team to

make this the biggest and best

walk ever. A number of new
and innovative ideas are being

considered and the Agulniks
look forward to the participa-

tion of every child in the city

and as many adults as possible

Know of a

newcomer to

the community?
Call Lillian Laks

232-7306

Paula Agulnik

as well.

Anyone wishing to help can

. .. I., I

call Manny or Paula Agulnik at

828-8047 in the evening.

The Gilbert Greenberg
Distinguished Service

Award of the
Jewish Community Council

of Ottawa
Members of the Jewish Community are invited

to nominate an individual or organization for the
1986 Gilbert Greenberg Distinguished Service
Award. The Award, initiated in 1980 in tribute to the
memory of Past President Gilbert Greenberg is in-

tended to recognize exceptional service to the

Jewish Community over the course of many years.

It is the highest Award the community can bestow.

Nominations shall be submitted to the Selection
Committee in writing by March 31, 1986 including
a r6sum6 of the individual’s or organization’s con-
tribution to community life.

The presentation will be made at the annual
General Meeting of the Community on June 11,

1986. The name of the award winner will be record-
ed on the tablet in the Jewish Community Centre
building. A replica will be given to the recipient.

Address recommendations to Dr. Harvey
Lithwick, Chairman of the Selection Committee,
151 Chapel Street, Ottawa, KIN 7Y2 marked
"Nomination for Distinguished Service Award."

Career opportunities with

B’nai Brith Canada
In the early part of September, 1985, the Ottawa Jewish Com-

munity hosted an International Conference of the Commonwealth
Jewish Council. It was a rare treat to meet and mingle with the
representatives from 17 different countries.
As a follow-up to this memorable three days, we have just com-

pleted plans to bring in the excellent exhibit which was prepared
for the official opening of this Conference and which has been
on display at the Canadian Jewish Congress building in Montreal.
The exhibit is presently in Halifax and then will come to Ottawa
for the first two weeks in April under the co-sponsorship of the
Vaad, the Jewish Community Centre, Canadian Jewish Congress,
J.S.U.-Hillel, the Jewish Historical Society and the Community
Relations Committee.

I am looking forward to this viewing as well as to the events
that will be structured around it. I hope you will take advantage
of its presence in Ottawa. Watch this Bulletin for further details.

Na’amat creating awards
The Year of the Youth will

be celebrated by establishing an
annual Na’amat Award to
outstanding students in Jewish
schools in cities across Canada.
This decision was taken at the

National Board Meeting of
Na’amat Pioneer Women in

response to a recommendation
presented by Mollie Rothman,
National Jewish Education
Chairman.

Each City Council will offer

a prize, to be awarded annual-
ly, to a graduating student who

has demonstrated outstanding
proficiency in Judaic, Hebrew
or Israel studies. The presenta-
tion to the student will be made
at the school’s annual Gradua-
tion Exercise by the local

Na’amat Council President.

Na’amat Pioneer Women,
whose major efforts are
devoted to raising funds to sup-
port day-care centres, voca-
tional training schools and im-
prove the quality of life for

underprivileged women and
children in Israel.

Canadian Jewry’s senior organization

Regional Director

for new Ottawa office

Opening May, 1986
The successful applicant will coordinate and organize National B'nai Brith
Canada programs in Ottawa; supervise the regional activities of the B'nai
Brith Foundation, the fundraising arm of the organization; direct regional
membership programs. The individual will also serve as liaison with govern-
ment, representing B'nai Brith Canada's International Affairs Cabinet and
its League for Human Rights and will report to the National Director of
Field Services.

Qualifications:

University degree(s) in social work, law or political science; knowledge of
the Jewish community; good written and verbal communication skills.

Salary is negotiable.

Interested applicants should submit their resumes in confidence bv March
15, 1986 to:

Search Committee
B’nai Brith Canada
15 Hove Street

Downsview, Ontario M3H 4Y8



Commentary
by Cynthia Engel

Editor

Oh, me of little faith.

There are those to whom the glass is half full.

And those to whom the glass is half empty.
I must admit that sometimes I fall into the latter category. And,

I strongly suspect, in that regard 1 am not alone.
Never ever did 1 believe, for one single second, that Anatoly

Shcharansky would be released from his Soviet confinement.
Never ever did 1 believe that the plucky little fellow would one

day be safe in Israel, reunited with his courageous and beautiful
wife.

Not when — some years back — I attended a press conference
given by Avital with Shcharansky’s Canadian counsel, Irwin
Cotier...

Not when — at a Yom Tov — my synagogue asked me to

drop a line to a Refusenik...

Not when the Soviet Jewry Committee put advertisements in

this very newspaper...
And not when those of firmer heart would agitate outside the

Soviet embassy.
Yet, there he was before my very eyes, and the eyes of all the

world, crossing over the Glienicke Bridge to West Berlin
and. ..freedom. There he was, all five feet two inches of him, be-

ing carried around on the shoulders of ecstatic Israelis. There he
was, the diminutive hero, giving a press conference, at once smil-

ing and jesting, at once serious and brutally honest.
There he was. Free.

Certainly the final release of Anatoly Shcharansky was effected

by the pulling of political strings of which we have — nor will

ever have — any knowledge. But, without the stalwarts, the

believers who marched, and shouted, and pressured and demand-
ed, it would not have come to pass.

To those who kept the faith, and more — who did something
about it...to those who persevered and made noise and were heard
on his behalf...to that loyal band who braved sun and wind and
rain while making their voices heard, their feelings known. ..to

those who made and carried placards and marched round and
round...some of the credit, some of the glory of the release of
Anatoly Shcharansky belongs to you.

Today Anatoly Shcharansky is safe on Israeli soil. His cup,
thanks to those who dared to believe, runneth over.

Hold Shabbaton for

grade eleven students
Bnei Akiva of Ottawa, in

conjunction with Bnei Akiva of
North America, will hold a na-

tional Shabbaton March 7 - 9

for students in grade eleven.

The weekend will be attend-

ed by approximately one hun-

dred eleventh graders from the

United States and Canada, and
will be packed with fun,

socializing, and informal
educational sessions. The pro-

gram is planned and executed

by mature college students and
graduates, is based on the

theme ‘‘Jewish Communities
Around the World.” The Shab-
baton is being hosted by the

Young Israel of Ottawa.
Bnei Akiva is a world-wide

Religious Zionist Youth
Organization, and is the only

one of its kind in North
America. It serves dozens of

cities across the continent, in-

stilling in its members a love for

Judaism, Zionism, and the

Land of Israel. In addition to

year-round activities in the

cities, Bnei Akiva of North
America runs six summer
camps, with the Canadian one
located in Ennismore, Ontario.

Bnei Akiva also offers frequent

Shabbatonim, summer tours in

Israel, year-long programs in

Israel, and Aliya support
groups. Members range in age

from nine to twenty-six.

Anyone interested in receiv-

ing more information about the

grade eleven Shabbaton, or any
other Bnei Akiva program,
contact Brian Tenenbaum at

729-0583, or write to Bnei
Akiva, 6235 Hillsdale Rd.,
Montreal, Quebec, H35-2N8.
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Award winning ‘Dark Lullabies’

premieres at NAC Monday, Mar. 10

Co-directors Abbey Jack Ncidik and Irene Lillenheim Angelico
editing their film Dark Lullabies.

By Francine E. Zuckerman
Dark Lullabies is a film about
a generation of Jews and Ger-
mans possessed by a history in

which they played no part: the

second generation of Jewish
children of survivors of the
Holocaust and the German
children and grandchildren of
Nazis. The film will premiere
on Monday, March 10 at 8
p.m. in The Theatre of the Na-
tional Arts Centre.

Shot in Canada, Israel and
Germany, the film follows film-

maker Irene Lillenheim
Angelico, a child of survivors
of the Holocaust through her
personal exploration.

‘‘Using my journey as the
main thread of the film gave
coherence to the vast and com-
plex subject we were filming.

And allowing myself to be
vulnerable as well seemed right,

when I was asking other sub-
jects to reveal feelings and
thoughts that had been buried
for so long,” Angelico says.

It took Angelico thirty years
before she was able to deal with
any personal material linked to

the Holocaust. She then began
to read literature dealing with

the experience of others and a

manuscript which had been

written by her father a year
after he was liberated from the

camps.
‘‘After a long period of soul-

searching on whether or not I

should make a film on this sub-
ject, I began to imagine and
plan what the film would be,”
she explains.

After five years of explora-

tion and research, determina-
tion and fundraising, Irene

Lillenheim Angelico and Abbey
Jack Neidik completed Dark
Lullabies.

Last April, it was shown as

a work-in-progress to the Cana-
dian Gathering of Jewish
Holocaust Survivors and their

Children here in Ottawa and
was very well received. Recent-
ly shown at the World Film
Festival in Montreal, Dark
Lullabies was the winner of
three top prizes at the Man-
nheim Film Festival in

Germany.
Tickets at $5.50 each are

available at the NAC Box
Office.

Celebrating his 38th

Shcharansky’s birthday marked
happy

B’OAy

ANATOLY

Rabbi Reuven Bulka serves cake to ‘celebrants’ at Anatoly
Shcharansky's 38th birthday party held in front of the Russian

Embassy recently. From left to right: Mrs. Naomi Bulka, Teena
Hendelman, Alan Sokoloff, Lillian Laks and Dr. Walter

Hendelman.

By Dr. Walter Hendelman
While Anatoly Shcharansky

celebrated his 38th birthday in

a Russian prison, a small, but

dedicated, group of people

from the Ottawa Jewish com-
munity, led by Rabbi Reuven
Bulka, gathered in front of the

Soviet Embassy in Ottawa to

“celebrate” with him. Despite

the heavy rain candles were lit

on the birthday cake and the

assembled group sang happy
birthday and shouted “next

year in Jerusalem” at the lock-

ed gates of the embassy.

Anatoly is now a free man;
a Jew united with his wife and
his homeland. Jews all over the

world have agonized over his

fate throughout the years and

now celebrate his remarkable

release, which came as the

result of years of effort by his

wife, Avital, Jewish protests,

and significant support by the

non-Jewish community up to

and including the President of

the United States.

Shcharansky has become a

symbol; a beacon of light for all

who believe that the human
spirit is stronger than the most
oppressive political system.

His fight is for freedom —
freedom to emigrate; freedom

to be a Jew; freedom to think.

His release should serve as a

spark to awaken the world to

renew the battle for those Rus-

sian Jews still beseiged.

It is the hope of those in the

free world that Shcharansky’s

release is the beginning of a new

era in the struggle for human
rights, particularly for those of

the Soviet Jews. While a battle

has been won, the war goes on.

There is cause to celebrate a vic-

tory. The Russians are
vulnerable. They can be
pressured to live up to the code
of conduct expected from
signatories of international

agreements such as the Helsinki

Accord. It is up to each person,

individually, to maintain this

pressure.

It is with this sense of joy,

mixed with anxiety, that the

following letter was sent from
the Ottawa Soviet Jewry Com-
mittee to His Excellency Alex-

ei A. Rodionov, Ambassador
of the U.S.S.R. to Canada:

’
‘ There is a well-known scrip-

tural phrase to the effect that

there is a time for everything.

Today is a time to be grateful

and appreciative.

Having been involved in

many demonstrations in front

ofyour embassy on behalf of
the Jews of the Soviet Union,

we are today very grateful that

Anatoly Shcharansky has been

freed.

We are also deeply ap-

preciative of thefact that your
government arranged for Mr.
Shcharansky 's being freed, and
ask that you convey thisfeeling

to your government.
We hope that this is not the

end of an episode, rather the

beginning of a process. We
hope that with this significant

gesture a new era ofunderstan-
ding and cooperation will

evolve.

For our part, we prefer

negotiation to confrontation.

We welcome the opportunity to

address the issue of the situa-

tion for Jews in the Soviet

Union in an atmosphere of
trust and with resolve to assure

that those who so desire be
allowed to leave, and those who
remain be allowed to affirm

their Jewishness in full

freedom.
Again, thank you.

With best wishes, Dr. Walter

Hendelman and Rabbi Dr.

Rueven P. Bulka, Co-
Chairmen, Ottawa Soviet

Jewry Committee.
’

'

Advertising Representatives:

Jane Cates — 824-3911 (eves.) or Percy Palef — 563-1212

or the Bulletin office at 232-7306
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View from

the Pulpit

May It Be
By Rabbi Arnold Fine

Agudath Israel Synagogue

Even a cursory review of any specific concern in Jewish

legal (halakhic) literature demonstrates the great breadth

and inherent flexibility of our tradition. Great Rabbinic

authorities studying the relevant texts often emerged with

differing opinions, which could be used in a variety of

situations. Indeed, our very survival as a people, as a

religious community, continually confronting the pro-

blems of life and the times, is based upon our capability

to renew, to innovate and to sanctify elements of the

emerging reality. In the words of Rabbi Abraham Isaac

Kook, of blessed memory, the Chief Rabbi of Palestine

until about 1935, "renew the old and sanctify the new".

Rabbi Kook’s profound scholarship and mystical piety

did not prevent him from reaching out in love to all

elements of the religious and non-religious communities

of pre-state Eretz Israel. His endearing power resided in

his ability to find, not only goodness, but also a mystical

component in all of the people of Israel, even if he

disagreed with them profoundly.

Today we require similar examples of such spiritual and

loving outreach. Too often we see battle lines which have

been drawn, and we confront the lack of desire and in-

ability of those barracaded behind them to move very

beyond them. The very ancient Rabbinic ideas, thought

and legislation, which is the spiritual source for all of

modern Jewry and which has been our wellspring of sur-

vival and inspiration are being frozen into perspectives,

which are either accepted or rejected. The result is that

our communities have less ability to respond together to

social, cultural and religious dilemmas. The ideological

platforms of the left, right and middle of today’s Jewry

well illustrate the danger.

In North America and elsewhere we must face many
serious concerns, many of which Rabbi Bulka has describ-

ed quite well in his book. The Coming Cataclysm. His

just fears about the formation of at least two populations,

each calling itself Jewish, but unable to intermarry and
to work together for a variety of halakhic reasons, is

emerging with great pain for all involved. 1 hope that we
all agree that such a process must be stopped and that

we must try to repair the damage already done.

Happily, we are beginning to see a groping toward

discussion rather than verbal fisticuffs, a reaching out

with love toward each other, rather than anger, which

has been the usual response. Those on the extreme of the

Jewish Community are not going to change overnight,

but there is no reason why the vast majority in the centre

should have an agenda dictated by those on the periphery.

We dare not allow the ties which bind us to loosen or

become severed. Rabbinic symposia, now being conven-

ed by forward-looking colleagues and concerned groups,

are an important start, which will, hopefully, impact upon
the members of the congregations and will destroy the

harmful stereotypes.

In Ottawa and in other Canadian Jewish communities,
because of our communal government and our sense of
toleration, we can be proud that we have matured to the

point where we can struggle together to find the solution

for our mutual problems. This process can bring success

as long as we are ready to accept the ration tov, the in-

herent good will, required to deal with the difficulties.

In the process, hopefully, we need not manipulate or push
for a special outlook, for they will all be enhanced.

In this age, the question is whether we still have the

ability to "renew the old and to sanctify the new”?

Engagement
Lesh - Ibghy

Isabel and Norman Lesh are

pleased to announce the

engagement of their daughter,

Cheryl to Andre Ibghy, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Pinchas Ibghy of

Montreal.

It’s a Boy!
Sklar-Hochberg — Lisa and
Lawrence are pleased to an-

nounce the birth of their son,

Michael Chaim, 8 lbs., 3 oz. on
February 13, 1986 at the Mount
Sinai Hospital, Toronto. Pro-

ud grandparents are Pauline

Hochberg and Rosalyn and
William Sklar of Montreal.

It’s A Boy!
Shaperq — Bom to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Shapero (nee

Julia Waserman), a son, Daniel

Jordan, February 13, 1986 in

Toronto. Grandparents are Ir-

ving (Shap) and Sadie Shapero
and Ernie and Sadie
Waserman.

Adele Wiseman to

read at Benefit

The noted writer, Adele
Wiseman, will be the guest

author at the Fifth Annual
Benefit Reading for Interval

House on Thursday, March 13

at 8:00 p.m. at the National

Research Council, 100 Sussex

Drive.

Ms. Wiseman has won inter-

national acclaim for her novels

on a Jewish theme which take

the reader deeply into the com-
plex world of personal and
social relationships. She will be

reading from her novel
Crackpot, for which she receiv-

ed the Segal Award for best

novel in English on a Jewish

theme. In addition, the author

will be accompanied by a selec-

tion of twenty or more of her

mother’s dolls as she reads

from Old Lady At Play.

An informal reception will be

held after the reading during

which time the author will be

available to sign copies of her

books.

Tickets at $10 each are

available through all branches
of Prospero Books and at the

Ottawa Women’s Bookstore,

380 Elgin Street. Proceeds from
the evening will go to Interval

House, a shelter for battered

women.

SUPER
WALK
'86 ...

Ottawa Capitals

To Host
Teen Tournament

On March 15 and 16, the Ottawa Capitals, coach-
ed by Barry Bregman, will host teams from
Glashan and Greenbank Public Schools and the

Gloucester Wolverines in a four team teen basket-

ball tournament. Games will be held at the Jewish
Community Centre, 151 Chapel Street. Tip off is

at 7:00 p.m., Saturday, March 15. Spectators
welcome.

Always in

Good Taste
by Alyce Baker

SUNDAY.
MAY 25. 1986

Adam and Eve and Ihe Garden of Eden
What does the Bible have to do with a food column?

It was Adam’s weakness that made him bite into the forbid-

den fruit. And, let’s be honest, what could be more enticing than

a ripe, red, juicy apple?

School children the world over try to endear themselves to

teachers with this fragrant fruit. Mothers appeal to their children’s

health with the old adage, “An apple a day, keeps the doctor

away.” And what father has not been known to quote the follow-

ing phrase: "My daughter is the apple of my eye.” _

Agriculture Canada has designated February as apple month.

Whereas piums and peaches are scarce these days, the variety of

apples is endless. We are all familiar with Delicious, Spartan,

Russet and Lobo. But there are also Winesap, Rome, Spy, Cor-

tland, Greening and Newtown. Most of these types are appropriate

for both cooking and eating.

I would only use Delicious and Lobo for eating, and set aside

the Greening for cooking purposes.

Chicken Breasts with Apple Mustard Sauce
6 breasts skinned and boned 2 apples, peeled, cored and

salt and pepper diced

flour 1/2 cup white wine

1/4 cup margarine 1 cup Rich’s Coffee Rich

1 shallot chopped 1 T. dijon mustard

2 T. chopped fresh parsley

Season breasts lightly with salt and pepper and dust with flour.

In pan melt margarine and cook chicken about 6 minutes on each

side till brown. Remove to platter.

Discard fat from pan and melt remaining margarine. Cook
shallot and apples till tender, about 7 minutes. Pour in wine and

cook, scraping up bits from pan, until liquid is reduced by half.

Stir in Rich’s Coffee Rich and cook till sauce is thick, about 5

minutes. Add mustard and cook another minute or two. Pour

sauce over chicken and sprinkle with parsley. Serves 6.

Grand Marnier Apple Cake
Grease 10 inch springform pan. 2 cups flour

Melt 1/4 lb. butter or margarine. 2 t. baking powder
Add: 1 cup sugar

2 beaten eggs

Mix and pat on bottom and sides of springform pan.

Peel and slice 3 pounds of apples. Arrange in nice pattern in

springform.
Bake at 350 for 1 hour.

Melt 1/4 pound margarine or butter.

Add: 1 cup sugar 1 t. vanilla

2 beaten eggs 2 T. cognac
Beat together and pour over apples. Bake for 1 hour at 350.

Apple Cheese Filling for Blintzes
1 large apple peeled, cored 1/2 t. cinnamon
and diced 15 oz. ricotta cheese

1/4 cup sugar 1/2 t. vanilla

3/4 t. salt 1 egg beaten

Cook apple, sugar, salt and cinnamon. Mash this mixture and
then stir in cheese, vanilla and egg. Fill blintz with 1 tablespoon

of filling. Serve with sour cream.

Apple Pie Muffins
Topping
1/2 cup brown sugar 1/4 cup butter

6 T. flour 1 t. cinnamon
Combine these ingredients in a small bowl, and mix till crumbly.
Reserve this topping.

Mix A
1-1/2 cups brown sugar

2/3 cup oil

1 egg
Combine in a bowl
Mix B
1 cup buttermilk 1 t. salt

1 t. soda 1 t. vanilla

Combine in a bowl.

The finale

Blend 2-1/2 cups flour into mix A, alternately with mix B. Stir

till just combined. Fold in 2 cups peeled diced apples and 1 /2 cup
toasted pecans. Place batter in greased and floured muffin tins.

Sprinkle with topping mix. Bake for 25 minutes, at 325. (makes 15)

)(dover pad::.

Table Top Pads
TO PROTECT

YOUR FINE FURNITURE

•35 years of satisfied customers
•custom made to measure
•protection for wood, glass or marble table top

or buffet server
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Soviet propaganda feeds illusions

Visit to the Moscow synagogue can he instructive
By Ben Kayfetz

I had been cautioned in Toronto that

it didn’t matter whether I attended the

Moscow synagogue. Some considered it

a nest of agents, others warned that I

would be segregated from the worship-

pers. Nevertheless, having attended shul

in New Orleans, New .York, London,
Paris, Antwerp, Rome, Zurich, Tel Aviv

and Jerusalem I had no intention of

leaving Moscow’s house of worship

unvisited.

Either the shammes was otherwise

distracted that morning or procedures

had been changed, as once I slipped

unobserved into a back seat I was not

approached by him or another official

and I escaped being shunted off into a

“visitors’ box” where I would be

isolated from the mass of the devout.

A man sitting in the row ahead, obser-

ving my siddur-less state, loaned me his

prayer book, replacing it with a small

tome he had in a pocket. The siddur was
familiar — it was from New York’s

Delaney St., a product of the Hebrew
Publishing Company of that city. Clear-

ly the great Hebrew printers of Vilna

and Zhitomir were no more!

The shacharis service proceeds, led by

a slow-changing chazan until the time

came for Torah reading. In Ashkenazic

syngogues everywhere this is regarded

by many as a time for diversion from

strict devotions. Moscow was no dif-

ferent in this respect than Antwerp
where the hum of conversation raises to

an absolute (beth) din! A knot of the

curious gathered around the visitor.

“Fun vanen is a yid? Fun America?”
“Neyn, fun Canada.”
Was it true, a man asked, that Jewish

shop windows in New York were recent-

ly smashed by anti-semitic hooligans? I

was unable to confirm this but 1 did tell

them something about the Zundel and

Keegstra trials and convictions, and 1

assured them that the authorities in

Canada were freindlich geshtimmt (well

disposed). They nodded, showing some
surprise.

A second query: “Is it really true that

President Reagan is surrounded by in-

fluential Jewish advisors?”
“Who are these?” I asked.

“Rockefeller” was the answer.

1 patiently assured my listeners that

the Rockefellers are not now nor ever

were of our brethren. They seemed sur-

prised by this “news.”
Well, what about Weinberger? came

the question.

Weinberger, I explained, is a second
generation Christian who would be
Jewish only by Hitler’s racist definition,

having one Jewish grandparent.

Ironically, it is Moscow’s own anti-

American and anti-Jewish propaganda
that feeds this illusion. America is pic-

tured as a land under the grip of a cabal

of Zionists and financiers. Sometimes
the connecting preposition is replaced by

a hyphen and the phrase becomes
Zionist-financiers. This is how
Rockefeller can become "Jewish" in

their eyes.

“And what about Yurchenko, the spy

who defected and then returned? Wasn’t
it a shame what those Americans did to

him — kidnapping him, beating him,

drugging him?”
Here I didn’t find it necessary to

answer. It was provided by my neighbor

(him of the New York siddur). He
interjected:

“That’s not the way it happens at all.

I recall some 20 years ago in my home
town (here he mentioned a town in

Bessarabia) when Reb Shmilik went on
a trip to Israel. On his return the local

party commissar presented him with an

ultimatum: to read a prepared script on

the radio and television, a script de-

nouncing and defaming Israel. Reb
Shmilik was most reluctant to go
through with it but under the cir-

cumstances he had no choice. The shock
and trauma was so great that immediate-
ly after reading it on the air he fell dead
of a heart attack.

“Draw your own conclusions,” con-
tinued my neighbor,” as to how volun-

tary these statements are.”
*****

Someone then whispered that I would
be honored with an aliya to the Torah.
I gladly went but wondered how they

could possibly have found room for me
in the limited number of available

readings.

I soon saw the answer. In addition to

the one of the bima three other
makeshift stands had been set up in the

sanctuary, each equipped with a Torah
reader and a scroll. They were in this

way able to quadruple the number of
aliyot and accommodate any number of

stray or unexpected visitors they wish-

ed to honor. I should have mentioned
that there were approximately 200 male
worshippers present, most of them
wearing prayer shawls.

Wishing not to appear an ingrate 1

asked for a misheberach to make a

modest pledge to aid the 'synagogue —
standard procedure in most shuls I have

visited. But the gabbai dissuaded me. If

I wished, there was a pushka on the wall

and 1 could put something in there. I

found the pushka. But it was Shabbes

and, though it had been suggested that

I do it, 1 couldn’t bring myself to

desecrate the Sabbath openly inside a

synagogue.
The Torah reading is closed as

everywhere by a procession up and
down the aisles with the rabbi, cantor

and officers in tow. As I reached over

and wished the rabbi a gut shabbes I

heard someone whispering into my ear,

clearly, slowly and distinctly (in Yid-

dish): “This place is a government in-

stitution. The president is an agent."

I quickly turned around to see who
was giving me this message.

There was no one there. He had
vanished more quickly than I was able

to move.
The rabbi is youthful, his name is

Loewy and he is a product of the

Budapest yeshiva. He speaks Russian

and Ivrit, I was told, no Yiddish. The
chazan (or chohzen as my Bessarabian

neighbor said in his dialect) is a home-
grown product, having learned his voca-

tion in the synagogue choir. Both are

young and sport trimmed beards. Also,

the cantor’s position is a fulltime one.

In addition to the main sanctuary, my
neighbor told me, there were three other

simultaneous services going on. I open-
ed a nearby door and caught sight of

some 30 mispallelilm at prayer. One of

these minyanim was for the Gruziner —
i.e. the Jews from Georgia who have a

somewhat differing nusach and minhag.

Most of the men davening were well

past middle age. 1 did notice several

younger men, shabbily dressed and
hungry-looking, assembled at the back

without tallis or prayer book. One of

these, who had asked me about a

relative in Ottawa, followed me out of

the synagogue and accompanied me for

a few blocks. He had, he said, applied

for emigration three years ago in return

for which he had been given the “men-
tal sickness” treatment with electrical

beams or rays administered to his head.

Visitors might keep note of this: the

synagogue (on Arkhipova St.) shares the

same subway stop — Nogina — as Red
Square.
Reprinted from The Canadian Jewish

News, January 9, 1986 edition.
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in Canada”
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Book Review
by Sharon Drache Book Review Editor

Escape from the Glue Factory

by Joe Rosenblatt

Exile Editions 112 pages, $9.95
•

Poetry Hotel, Selected Poems

by Joe Rosenblatt

McClelland and Stewart,

206 pages, $12.95

Surrealism in the Canadian Big Apple,

‘Toronto the Good’, is the preoccupation of

Governor General Award winning poet (1976)

Joe Rosenblatt.

His memoirs of Toronto in the forties com-

pliments his Selected Poems (Rosenblatt’s

16th and 17th publications) representing work

from 1963-1985. Indeed, the memoirs serve as

eloquent explanations of one of Canada’s

most complicated and talented poet-artists.

The term poet-artist is essential for Rosenblatt

whose whimsical line drawings are witty ex-

pressions of his multi-layered verse.

While the memoir reveals an obscure,

private persona, as bitter as Franz Kafka’s,

it is also a sardonic commentary on growing

up Jewish in Toronto, after the Great Depres-

sion and during the Second World War.

Joe Rosenblatt was born in Toronto in

1933. He spent the first few decades of his life

in homes on Kensington Lane and Markham
Street. But his parents were Jewish im-

migrants from Poland fighting for economic

survival in a new country where Holocaust

stories, far more horrific than the terror

stories their memories harboured, soon

penetrated their mystified beings. Rosenblatt

realized very early on in life that his parents

were paralyzed by continuous fear, too numb
to speak about the death scores reported in

the media, haunting an already precarious ex-

istence. Further, British colonialism was a fact

of life in Toronto and the rules were baffling

rather than awe-inspiring.

A sardonic commentary

on growing up Jewish

in Toronto

Rosenblatt’s analysis of the Anglo-Saxon
milieu into which Toronto Jewish immigrants
were hurled is as revelatory as Irving Layton’s

recent account of the WASP and the French
Canadian milieus of Montreal, in his

autobiography, Waiting for the Messiah. But
there is one important difference in these two
poets’ testimonies, besides the two decades

separating them. In Toronto, Jewish im-

migrants and their children were only com-
peting with the English. However, they had
a much bigger enemy than the French Cana-
dian, one they hardly dared to recognize, let

alone name: themselves! “Poverty doesn’t

link people together in mutual support; it ag-

Joe Rosenblatt

glutinates hatred, hatred like barnacles at-

taching, each to another,’’ observes

Rosenblatt.

With this premise gnawing, Rosenblatt’s

originality feeds on his equally merciless

scrutiny of the WASP and his fellow Jew.

Looking back, Mr. Chick, a favourite history

teacher at Lansdowne Public School and his

own Uncle Nathan, a Kensington Market

fishmonger, afford Rosenblatt subjects for

comparison, the success of which demands a

shifting cosmos with each man respectively

filtering through his mind past and contem-
porary events. “Mr. Chick was a liberal and
that took a certain amount of courage in a

world of pain...courage and cosmetics.”

Rosenblait’s alterego, Uncle Nathan is jux-

taposed to Mr. Chick who taught the Battle

of Hastings with such loyal British aplomb
that every student was quietly convinced, that

Tie or she, like good King Harold (no matter

what the wound would be) could go through

life “with a stiff upper lip.”

Rosenblatt gives his Uncle a very tough time

in the memoir’s longest chapter, “Meditation

Tanks.” Here, the poet-artist describes the

strengths and foibles of the Jewish immigrant

patiently working his way through life,

waiting for “the world to come.” Not only

does Uncle Nathan sell fish, he must kill the

creatures. In the poet’s imagination, Nathan’s

murder of his fishly tenants is serious

business. Rosenblatt softens his condemna-

...no disguise

dark enough for
oppressor or victim.

tion of Nathan by granting afterlife to his vic-

tims in a fishy Nirvana. Further, the poet

postulates that the mungbean healthfood store

that eventually replaced his uncle’s fish em-
porium on Baldwin Street is Divine reparation

for^Nathan's ichliocidal guilt. “The ghosts

flip about at closing time,” claims the sur-

realist poet.

The subject of human guilt continually in-

forms Joe Rosenblatt’s verse. He recalls his

awakening came in the forties when he saw
a sentimental Yiddish flick at Toronto’s

LaSalle theatre. Children were asked to leave

for a special news documentary. Rosenblatt

hid in the washroom and crept back into the

dark theatre to see for the first time the dread-

ful truth about the Final Solution, “the other

side of the grave.”

The twenty minute documentary changed
his life. He decided voluntarily there was no
disguise dark enough for the oppressor or the

victim. He became obsessed with images of
death, particularly the power of the killer. It

was the only escape from the glue factory, a

metaphor for the persistence of death in

history.

In Rosenblatt’s Selected Poems, we watch
him slink progressively deeper into his sur-

realistic disguises, an animal kingdom he pur-

posely creates for inspiration and sustenance.

His earliest poems are about Uncle Nathan’s
fish, creatures for whom he has always had
great fondness and sympathy. He moves on
to anthropomorphize bees and toads in can-

tatas extolling the both the value and the peril

of the work ethic as well as sexual and
spiritual energies. He even writes sonnets and
also to his credit is the most unusual and sur-

realistic love poem in Canadian literature.

Love is deep as a freshly killed bird

stroked by scimitars', measured by a whisker
On everybody’s doormat
there is a sleeping bird.

We want to forget

but still wefeel its warmth. It hops on one leg

or hangs on a branch
with a broken wing.

Rosenblatt yearns for rapport with the

animals about whom he writes. He admits
he’s particularly interested in the humane ele-

ment of the animal kingdom where killing is

purely for survival. Man, in contrast, especial-

ly in this century, has killed too often for sheer

pleasure.

One of Canada’s true originals, Joe
Rosenblatt turns all the tables to tell us in a

new and vivid manner not only what we
already know but what we must never forget.
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Tarnished hero? Factuality of

Charlie Grant saga in question

Bv Arnold Ages
TORONTO, (JTA) — In

1985, the Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation won ac-

colades for its television special,

“Charlie Grant’s War." The
program, which related the

adventures of a young Cana-
dian businessman in Vienna
before and during World War
II, singled out Grant as an
outstanding example of a Cana-
dian gentile who did so much to

help Jews escape from the

Third Reich.

One of the reasons the televi-

sion docu-drama was so warm-
ly received by both Canadian
Jews and the general popula-
tion of Canada was because it

seemed to serve as a counter-

balance to the horrendous of-

ficial policy followed by the

government of Canada before,

during and after the war in ex-

cluding Jews from
immigrating.

One of the most gripping

scenes in the film, moreover,

showed Grant’s mother peti-

tioning Prime Minister
Mackenzie King and immigra-
tion official Charles Blair for a

more liberal policy towards
potential Jewish immigrants.

Their refusal to open the doors

for persecuted Jews was stress-

ed in the video drama.
In depicting the herosim of

Grant (who died just a couple

of years ago in Canada) the

CBC program placed him in a

concentration camp where he

befriends an old Jewish ac-

quaintance. The latter teaches

Grant the Kaddish because he

feels that death is imminent and
wants the prayer said for him.

A year after the program was

aired, a controversy has surfac-

ed in Canada regarding the fac-

tuality of the Charlie Grant

saga. A recent article in the TV
supplement of The Toronto

Star (January 18) by Gerald

Levitch indicates that the

author of the television script

based her information on
Grant’s life on stories which he

told people before he died and
on his widow’s recollections.

She is still alive and was feted

by the Jewish community on
the occasion of the film’s

release.

According to the film. Grant

is said to have saved some 600

Food For Body and Soul

Charlie Grant

Jews from death by arranging

for the procurement of
passports and exit visas in Vien-

na. It has been noted, however,

that not one of those 600 has

ever come forward to

acknowledge Grant’s role in

their rescue.

The Star's columnist also

noted that at Israel’s Yad
Vashem, where careful records

are kept regarding the role of

“Righteous Gentiles” during

the Holocaust (and where
Raoul Wallenberg and Oskar
Schindler are mentioned), there

is no record of Charlie Grant.

Irving Abella, co-author with

Harold Troper of “None Is

Too Many,” the historical

study of the Canadian govern-

ment’s anti-Semitic immigra-

tion policies before, during and
after World War II, says he

heard about Grant in resear-

ching his book and was anxious

to include information about

him in order to offset the

depressing picture of Canadian
government complicity in shut-

ting the door ^gainst European
Jews.

Levitch wrote: “But because

he (Abella) could find no
evidence of his deeds in

Europe, Israel or the U.S., he

decided he couldn’t use the

story.”

In trying to determine the

authenticity of Grant’s exploits,

Abella suggests that a passport

and an exit visa were not suffi-

cient to permit a Jew to leave

Vienna during the period in

question. A whole slew of of-

ficial documents was required,

and for Grant to have assisted

600 people in acquiring them
would have necessitated access

to a small factory. Anna San-

Special Tu B’Shav seder

is held by Adath Shalom

dor, the film’s writer, now ad-

mits that certain parts of her

work are “fictionalized
history.” She describes as

poetic license her placement of

Grant in a death camp at the

end of the war. The story of

Grant learning to say Kaddish
for a deceased Jewish comrade
is also an invention, she says.

The latter, known as Jacob in

the film, is a composite drawn
from Grant’s description of

several Jews he knew in Vienna.

“I don’t know if Charlie

Grant really did what he said he

did,” Levitch wrote, “but I do
need more than his word for it.

Therefore, I have to re-evaluate

this movie for what it really is:

a piece of cheap fiction, full of

cliches, hackneyed characters,

and corny melodrama. By
hiding behind its claims of

authenticity and truth, it sleazi-

ly has exploited our emotional

need for real heroes.”

in Ottawa call...

235-6712

KELLY FUNERAL
HOMES

The Arthritis Society needs volunteers in the Ot-

tawa region to help in canvassing during its annual
campaign in March. Please help: it won t take much
of your time. Call the Arthritis Society office at

728 -2685 .

Agudath Israel Congregation
and

A.H. Lieff Cultural Foundation
proudly present

THE BETH TIKVAH
CHOIR
of Toronto

SRUL IRVING GLICK
Composer-Director

with

Daniel Domb, Cello and Dorothy Glick. Piano

in a

CONCERT
featuring the music of

Srul Irving Click

SUNDAY. MARCH 30. 4 P.M.
Tu B’Shevat, the New Year

of the Trees, was celebrated in

a warm, creative atmosphere by

Adath Shalom Congregation,

Ottawa’s egalitarian Conser-

vative synagogue.
In a joint endeavor with the

Jewish Vegetarian Society,

members of Adath Shalom
gathered for a Tu B’Shevat

seder at the home of Dvorah
and Morris Browns on January

25. A unique mixture of people

contributed to make the occa-

sion a special evening for all

concerned.

As many customs associated

with Tu B’Shevat are derived

from the Sephardic tradition,

the Sephardic “flavor” of the

festival was intertwined with a

contemporary perspective on

the meaning of Tu B’Shevat to

Jews in today’s society. A Hag-

gadah, prepared by Dvorah
Browns and Lori Jury, served

as a guide for the seder as well

as a jumping-off point for

discussion.

“Food for the body and food

for the soul” was the order of

the evening, as participants

celebrated each season of the

year with a different wine, and

a variety of fruits and
vegetables. The spiritual con-

notations of each season were

discussed, in conjunction with

readings from the Haggadah. A
traditional Israeli meal of

fallafel and hommous was en-

joyed by all.

The evening was capped by a

rousing sing-along, and closed

with the singing of Hatikvah.

In the Social Hall of

Agudath Israel Congregation

1400 Coldrey Avenue

Tickets

$8.00 per person

Tickets:

Available at the

Agudath Israel Congregation

Office 728-3501
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Community Profile

Martin K. Levinson—

a

lifetime of goals attained
By David Ingre

I had never met Martin Levinson,

although his name struck a faint and
mildly familiar note in my memory. (I'd

heard something about half a century of

service in a dozen roles, the accountant’s

accountant at the J.C.C. and so on...)

Our meeting has generated melodies and

chords which will remain clear for a long

time.

The door to the elegant Sandy Hill

apartment is opened by a man somehow
recognized but not known. He reminds

me of a grandfatherly judge I once saw
presiding over traffic court. The white

shirt and tie reinforce the image, the

kipah belies it. The voice is baritone,

slightly gravelly; the tone is politely for-

mal, tempered by the kind of welcome
you get when you first visit the new
rabbi.

Pleased to see me, I feel, he hovers at-

tentively while 1 doff the layers of an Ot-

tawa winter. He hangs up my coat and
we exchange serious judgements about

the weather. He suggests that we work
at a desk — the room he has converted

into an office — and precedes me down
a corridor to my left. On one side of the

long wall hangs a miniature gallery. An-
ticipating my request for more light, he

flips the switch and illuminates a fami-

ly tree in photographs.
Generations are depicted. From a

stark, overly formalized turn of the cen-

tury print of his maternal grandfather,

to a hand-painted 1956 portrait of his

and his wife, Elizabeth's four daughters,

to pictures of their grandchildren. ..a

modestly imposing personal hall of

fame, visible each time one approaches

the front door.

These first few minutes create strong

impressions of the man: pride in his

family, joy in his own people, a memory
for detail, a reasoned approach.
The office where we talk hints at com-

plementary facets of his character. It is

a mix of punctilious order and busy
disarray. Its walls, too, testify to the

achievements he cherishes — his service

to the community, his professional stan-

ding, his contribution to others. I lean

awkwardly to read the fine print of a
handsome certificate — a Distinguish-

ed Service Award for 1983 from the

Ramot Shapira World Youth Centre, to

which he has devoted so much. Jewish
National Fund Golden Book Cer-
tificates hang at either side — tributes

to his and to Elizabeth’s 70th birthdays

from their children.

Martin K. Levinson

A 1965 certificate signals his appoint-

ment as a Fellow of the Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario.

Ninety degrees away, another wall

displays his original Certificate of Ac-
ceptance — in 1933 — by the same In-

stitute. (Its Quebec predecessor of one
year earlier is oddly missing.)

Elsewhere, my eye catches a framed
article from a 1979 edition of the old Ot-

tawa Journal. A beardless, slightly

younger Martin, flat on his stomach,

arms and legs stretched, head raised,

proves that at seventy, he makes the 24

year old reporter who interviewed him
at the YMCA plead for a rest.

There is a photo of the Managing
Partners of Peat-Marwick, posing for

their September, 1985 quinquiennual
get-together in Banff. Martin is in the

centre, radiating pride and camaraderie
— the first Canadian Jew in his field to

reach this level. Yet somehow, he evokes

the image of the stern senior accountant,

vigilant for your mistakes and mine. The
same deceptive harshness is on the face

of Martin as interviewed outside the

Rialto Theater a number of years ago by
the Ottawa Citizen. And peering at me
from the Ottawa Jewish Community
Council’s 30th Anniversary issue is the

same disciplinarian schoolmaster —
equally misleading.

Martin seems a man who understands

being honored. He is a man who wears
some of his accomplishments on his

sleeve — literally. I notice McGill cuf-

flinks. “Wedgewood,” he remarks with

satisfaction, and we talk of the
numerous elausus which allowed only

seven Jews into Commerce in 1926.

“One good thing about it, though,’’ he

muses. “They only got the best. Five of

us finished in the first seven places at

graduation!” Martin, by the way, came
second or third: first place was a two-

way tie...

He is a man who doesn’t “blow his

own horn” unless asked. But then the

music flows, easy and unashamed. He
speaks softly and slowly of his life in Ot-

tawa. He recalls the financial and ad-

ministrative systems he set up for the

Vaad in the “dirty 30’s” and whose in-

fluence can still be detected. He never

mentions the truly countless hours of

labour he poured into the Community.
He started in the Depression, writing out

hundreds of $5.00 family food vouchers

for the Hebrew Benevolent Society. He
worked for the then United Palestine

Appeal, and was invited to a campaign
meeting at the Somerset Street mansion
of another native Ottawa success story

— the A.J. Friemans.

Later, the Beth Shalom synagogue,

the development of a plan for a Jewish
Community Centre, the Chevra
Kadisha, and leading Shabbat services

at Hillel Lodge...Martin has spread

himself across the Community.
I notice pages of musical score on his

desk. He is learning Kol Nidrei for Yom
Kippur. Written out for him by Cantor
Kraus, with whom he often shares ser-

vices, it marks yet another in a series of

unusual goals attained. How many men
begin three years of singing lessons when
they reach 71? (“No,” he answers me
with a broad smile, “no complaints

from the neighbours when I practised.”)

And how many of those become a

chazan sheni? Where does it come from,

his drive to be a cantor? Perhaps, he
thinks, from his maternal grandfather

(and l recall the photo), a misnaged
from the Volozyn yeshiva, a baa! tefila

who shared the Levinson home for

twelve years. A heritage was taught, a

way of life was passed on.

During our afternoon together, Mar-
tin remembers his childhood and the

anti-semitism which was an accepted

part of it. He reminisces about the toy

tin stoves his father brought. Martin
picked the black one — because it was
more like the real one which stood in

their kitchen. This passion for reality

has survived, underpinning thought,

suggesting talmudic discussion and
socratic method.

Why did he think so highly of Hy
Hochberg, whom he trained in keeping

the Vaad’s books so many years ago,

and who always continued to seek his

counsel? “I have great admiration for

ability,” he says firmly. “I cannot abide

sloppiness or slovenly work. Hy learn-

ed quickly; he never made the same
mistake twice. And he was totally, total-

ly dedicated to the Community.”
What does he believe are the best

changes in the Community in the 50

years he has worked in it? My question

is turned. “How can you answer that?

I was born and brought up here. And
whatever there is, there is.” What would

he have liked to see different? “I’ve

never thought about it.” A pause; a

trace of a wistful smile; perhaps there

are things after all. ..But Managing Part-

ners learn to exercise discretion, it

seems.
As I leave his office, I notice two in-

congruities. On the wall, beside one of

the certificates, is a calendar. But behind

it he shows me, another copy of the

sepia-toned portrait of the grandfather.

Could this be significant? He moves on.

Below it, on the floor, is a tiny child’s

chair. Somehow, I forget to ask whose,
and why in the office. Minor conun-
drums in the environment of a man who
never had a nick-name; a man with a

French-Canadian client who could talk

to him like a priest; a man with a Jewish

client who claimed he could be ap-

proached like a “rebbe”.
On December 13th of this year, Mar-

tin and Elizabeth will mark 50 years

together. Not bad for a couple who met
on Sparks Street, dated a few times

while Elizabeth was visiting her sister in

Ottawa, corresponded for several

months and then married in Regina.

God willing, Martin will take all the Ot-
tawa and Toronto family to Jerusalem
to celebrate the golden anniversary. A
trifle too symbolic? Perhaps. But in

keeping with the ordered generosity

which has characterized a builder of Ot-

tawa’s Jewish Community and a partici-

pant in the growth of the city’s non-
Jewish structures. Somehow, Martin
had also found time to act as Treasurer

of the Ottawa Board of Trade,
Treasurer of the Family Service Centre,

and Chairman of the YMCA Finance
Committee. He has worked behind the

scenes for more years than most have
appeared in the limelight. He deserves

whatever koved celebration will bring.

STATE OF ISRAEL BONDS
AND THE

CANADIAN SOCIETY FOR THE
WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE

Present a gala

AMBASSADOR’S BALL
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But we all think

JEWISH

You are cordially
invited to attend a

GALA DINNER

Thursday, March 27, 1986
7:00 p.m. at the Machzikei Hadas

2310 Virigina Drive

GUEST OF HONOUR: MRS. NECHAMA BEN HORIN
(wife of Israel's ambassador to Canada.)

GUEST SPEAKER: SHEINA KONIGSBERG — featured
recently in the “NEW YORKER" magazine, as well as subject of

a newly released book entitled “HOLY DAYS — THE WORLD
of a HASIDIC FAMILY.”

FASHION SHOW: Exquisite spring line of women's fashions

presented by Tallmire's Fashions.

MUSIC: Bracha Mandelbaum M.A. in music therapy. A well

known singer and musician for over a decade. Her repertoire of

Yiddish, Jewish and Chassidic songs delight her audiences.

Tickets available at: Donor/$25, Double Chai/$36, Patron/$50,

Sponsor/$75, Benefacfor/SlOO

(Tax receipts issued for allowable amount for donations over $50.)

Sponsored by: w
LUBAVITCH
WOMEN'S

ORGANIZATION

PLEASE CALL:
Downtown: DINA TEITELBAUM 238-3617
Craig Henry: ELAINE BRODSKY 726-1321
Arlington Woods: RUTH MENDELL 828-1525

West End: CHANA HAYES 728-8548
DEVORA CAYTAK 729-9256
CHAYA LEAH BERGER 722-5029
RAITZEL WENGER 729-9329

Alta Vista: MYRA LEVINSON 523-4678

Hunt Club: ELAINE FRIEDBERG 523-2228

Civic Hosp. Area: LIANNE ZAITZOW 729-3985
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wh° made it possible.

Roz Taller

Chainvan

Aml

Ottawa Women

— JNF Canvassers —

Thelma Bahar • Roz Barrett • Jill

Bellack • Magda Benedek • Claire

Bercovitch • Shirley Berman •

Cheryl Breger • Ruth Calof •

Marlene Cherun • Elaine Friedberg

• Susan Gara • Bob Gencher •

Leah Gencher • Lynn Gillman •

Helen Gilman • Harry Goldstein •

Laura Greenberg • Irene Harris •

Hennie Honigman • Ethylle

Kapeller • Debbie Krebs •

NoamiKrym • Edie Landau
• Muriel Levine • Frances

Lorie • Ethel Malek • Allen

Markowitz • Henry Molot •

Lil Padolsky • Hennie
Palmer • Myra Presser •

Alan Pressman • Beverly

Rosenstock • David

Rubinstein • Evelyn Snarch

• Julia Taller • Stella Taller

• Judy Tenebaum • Valerie

Terkel • Ruth Zeisler

In appreciation to John and

Gladys Greenberg for the

use of

the Mastercraft offices.
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Outreach to mixed marriages in

need of strategy charge: expert
By Ben Gallob

(JTA) A leading expert on

Jewish sociology has suggested

that outreach efforts aimed at

persuading the non-Jewish

partner in a mixed marriage to

convert to Judaism would be

more likely to succeed if such

programs paid more attention

to deepening the Jewish com-

mitment of the Jewish spouse.

Dr. Egan Mayer, Brooklyn

College sociologist and presi-

dent of the Association for

Sociological Study of the Jew,

made the recommendation.

Mayer asserted that failure of

the non-Jewish spouse to con-

vert “rarely implies a rejection

of Jews or Jewishness” by that

spouse. He said converts in

mixed marriages ‘'report

themselves to be more religious

than non-converts, more in-

terested in spiritual matters and

more eager to belong to a

religious community.”

He said the evidence in-

dicated that converts in mixed

marriages ‘‘are much more like-

ly than non-converts to have

been asked to convert by their

(Jewish) spouses,” and that

“many non-Jewish spouses do

not convert because the Jewish

partner is indifferent to (his or

her) Jewishness.”

Mayer accordingly described

the desire of the Jewish partner

to have his or her spouse con-

vert to Judaism as a key factor

in determining whether the

non-Jewish partner planning to

marry, or who is married, to a

Jew will convert.

Mayer’s Miami report was

based on a study, “Intermar-

riage and Conversion,” he has

prepared for the AJCommittee,

soon to be published. It will be

the third in a series on intermar-

riage sponsored by the AJCom-
mittee’s Jewish Communal Af-

fairs Department.

The first, in 1979, “Inter-

marriage and the Jewish

Future,” focussed on the ques-

tion: “Who are the intermar-

riers?” The second, in 1983,

“Children of Intermarriage,”

studied Jewish identification of

children raised in intermarried

families.

Both reports showed that

conversion of the non-Jewish

spouse greatly enhanced the

JERUSALEM (JTA) —
Edgar Bronfman, president of

the World Jewish Congress, has

urged inclusion of the Soveit

Union in the Middle East pro-

cess, but only after Moscow
resumes diplomatic relations

with Israel.

“I do not think that the

peace process can achieve any

permanent results so long as the

Soviets camp outside the tent,”

Bronfman told some 800 per-

sons attending the opening

ceremony of the WJC’s 50th

anniversary plenary assembly at

the Jerusalem Theater in

January.

chances for Judaism in the

home, suggesting that conver-

sion could offset the losses that

intermarriage might inflict on

American Jewry.

Mayer asserted that “the

great danger to the numerical

integrity of the Jewish com-

munity is posed by intermar-

riages precisely because most

intermarriages remain ‘mixed

marriages,’ and in most such

marriages the resulting children

do not identify as Jews.”

He said the “great question”

was: “Will enough of them

become ‘conversionary mar-

riages’ and raise Jewish

children so as to offset the ex-

pected demographic losses

from mixed marriages as well as

from assimilation in general?”

“The road to peace runs not

only through Washington, but

also through Moscow,” he

stressed. But he warned that

“clearly, there can be no seat at

any Middle East table for the

USSR if it does not have full

diplomatic relations with

Israel.” He said that some
Arab states have urged Moscow
to take this step.

Bronfman said there was

good reason to hope that the

improved relations between the

United States and the Soviet

Union will broaden to include

talks about Mideast peace. He
said they should also cover

human rights.

Wants Soviets in ME peace

Another Opening, Another Show
Hillel Academy students marked Chanukah with a number of in-

school activities. Here the junior kindergarten class excitedly

prepare to perform for their parents.

(— >
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Settlement is reached

between Sharon/Time
TEL AVIV (JTA) — Ariel

Sharon, the controversial

former Defense Minister, has

reached an out-of-court settle-

ment in his libel suit against

Time magazine, in a Tel Aviv

district court. The amount of

the settlement was not disclos-

ed but according to Israel

Radio it is a very considerable

sum, far in excess of the legal

expenses incurred by the Likud
Minister.

Sharon, who is Minister of
Commerce and Industry in the

Labor-Likud unity coalition

government, said in a radio in-

terview that he was satisfied

with the outcome of his three-

year legal battle with Time. He
said he regarded the settlement

“as a victory for truth and
freedom of expression for the

press.’’

Sharon sued the American
weekly for libel in connection

with an article published on
February 21, 1983. Time alleg-

ed that as Israeli Defense
Minister during the Lebanon
War, Sharon had privately urg-

ed the family of assassinated

Lebanese President-elect Bashir

Gemayel to take revenge,

leading to the massacre of

Palestinian civilians in the

Shatila and Sabra refugee

camps in Israel-occupied west

Beirut in September, 1982, by

a Christian Phalangist militia.

The article also claimed that

a secret addendum — known as

Appendix B — to the report of
the Kahan Commission, which
investigated the massacre, held
Sharon directly responsible.

The Kahan Commission, in its

published report, held Sharon
to have been indirectly respon-
sible and urged then-Premier

Menachem Begin to dismiss

him. Sharon subsequently
resigned as Defense Minister.

He filed a $50 million libel

suit against Time in the U.S. A
Federal Court jury in New
York decided that the Time ar-

ticle had been defamatory and
untruthful. But the judge
dismissed Sharon’s charge of

libel and he did not collect

damages from Time. Under
American law, libel can be
established only if there i& pro-

of of malice on the part of the

media. Time nevertheless
apologized for its article.

Although vindicated in the

American court, Sharon pur-

sued his libel case in Israel,

demanding damages equivalent

to $250,000. The proceedings

were expedited when Sharon’s

attorney, Dov Weissblat, and
Time’s attorney, Shmuel
Barzel, agreed that the findings

of the New York jury could be

admitted as evidence in the

case. This obviated the need to

repeat the entire case from

scratch. There is no malice

clause in Israeli libel law.

Once Again a David

Challenges a Goliath

This time the Goliath is cancer,

the weapon scientific research.

Honour or remember a loved one

through a donation to

Israel Cancer Research Fund

Harriet Slone, Tribute Chairman, 722-0359

Remember US for your Weddings,

^ V Barmitzvahs & Simchas

TFINE'S
FLOWERS LTD. 737-3033

(Shir Business isgrading. ..foryou.

The Audi Card
is standard equipment

on all new Audis.

TEST DRIVE AN AUDI TODAY.

MARK MOTORS
OF OTTAWA LIMITED

AUTHORIZED PORSCHE AUDI DEALER

611 MONTREAL ROAD
OTTAWA, ONTARIO. 749-6557

JlodgE
Your donation to the Ottawa Jewish Home for the Aged

assists in providing high quality care for the Jewish elderly.

Mazel Tov to:

Mr. Jonathan Baron (Cote St. Luc,

Quebec) in honour of his recent Bar Mitz-

vah, by Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Greenberg.

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Cohen in honour of

the birth of their granddaughter, a sister for

Aaron by Bella and Ben Peters.

Professor and Mrs. Ivan Cohen,
(Sackville, New Brunswick), in honour of

the birth of their daughter, a sister for Aaron
by Aunt Bella and Uncle Ben Peters.

Mrs. Flora Dubinsky in honour of her

75th birthday by Sarah Shore; by Peter

Shore; by Lil Dubinsky; and by Percy and

Rosalie Shore.

Mrs. Sarah Kizell (Miami Beach, Florida)

in honour of her 90th birthday by Jacob

Gladstone.

Mr. and Mrs. David Kronick in honour

of their 40th wedding anniversary by Mr.

and Mrs. Arnold Greenberg.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Litwack in honour of

their son Paul’s engagement by Mr. and

Mrs. J. Gordon.
Mrs. Mina Max congratulations on the

engagement of your daughter, Melanie to

Michael by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Osterer.

Jerry and Lily Penso in honour of becom-

ing grandparents by Mr. and Mrs. Irving

Atkins and family.

Mrs. Bella Peters in honour of her birth-

day by Beverley Chodikoff.

Mr. and Mrs. Dave Polowin congratula-

tions on the engagement of your son,

Michael to Melanie, daughter of Mina Max,

by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Osterer.

Mr. Sid Shapiro in honour of his 70th bir-

thday by Bea and Maurice Wright.

Mrs. Sarah Shore in honour of your

special birthday by Mrs. Jean Cooper.

R’fuah Sh’lemah to:

Joseph Cratzbarg by Sissie and Jack

Greenberg.
Anne Kilan by Esther Cantor.

Dorothy Greenberg by Sadie and Jack

Silverman.

Jack Silverman by the children.

In memory of:

Mamie Elyse Berezin by Bea and Abe
Dubinsky.

Yetta Rubich by Joyce and Seymour

Bellman and family.

Mr. and Mrs. Tarasofsky by Joyce and

Seymour Bellman.

Joseph Solomon by Esther Cantor.

Cearel Shweisberg by Jack and Sadie

Silverman.

Hy Hochberg by Zofia Prasalek.

Leo Sporn by Sam and Dora Litwack and

family.

Julius Leikin by Beverley Chodikoff; and

by Harold Coplan.
Esther Solman by Bessie Zunder.
Marcia Miller by Leonard and Ruth Kirsh;

and by Bert Palmer.

Harry Pleet by Lilly and Harry Shoihet;

by Mrs. Dora Danoff: and by Dr. and Mrs.

Morris Resnick.

Manuel Shore by Percy and Rosalie

Shore; by Libby Shore; and by Ellen Shore.

Sam Palef by Beverley Chodikoff; and by

Harold Coplan.
Alfred Radnoff by Libby Shore.

Sally Feldman by Morris and Molly

Berliner; by Carol and Norman Zagerman;

by Howard and Ann Perron; by Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Fine; by Bert Palmer; by

Kathryn Palmer; by Mary Goldberg and
family; by Irwin and Fenja Brodo; and by

Yanda, Mark, Naomi and Joshua Max.
David Radnoff by Evelyn and Irving

Greenberg and family; by Marilyn and Bill

Newman; by Lillian and Harry Shoihet; by

Irwin and Fenja Brodo; by Morris and Molly

Berliner; by Jack and Sadie Silverman; by

Joyce and Milton Kimmel; by Tillie and Abe
Levine; by Esther Cantor; by Morris and

Goldie Cantor; by Mr. and Mrs. Louis Fine;

by Freda and Hy Lithwick; by Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Levine: by Reuben and Sylvia Molot;

by Beverley Chodikoff; by Sam and Dora
Litwack and family; by Sonia and Harry

Agulnick; by Bessie Zunder; by Mary
Goldberg and family; and by Simone and

Charles Gardner.
Freda Macy by Lawrence and Zelda

Freedman; by Rebecca Gelman; by John

Rock; by Anne Schecier; by Carol and Nor-

man Zagerman: by Harry and Frances Saxe;

by Fern and Ed Cohen; by Laura and Gor-

don Spergel; by Etlie Viner; by Brian and

Rochelle Pearl; by Esther Cantor; by Mr.

and Mrs. Louis Fine; by Ron and Patricia

(Modern Drycleaners); by Reuben and

Sylvia Molot; by Polly and Bob Goldman;

by Cookie and Julie Krantzberg; by Mr. and

Mrs. Mark Viner; by Dora Waserman; by

Evelyn and Irving Greenberg and family; by

Anne Goldstein; by Stanley and Norma
Goldstein; by David and Daphne Kronick;

by Frank and Dorothy Marshall; by Gladys

and John Greenberg; by Sonia and Arthur

Viner; by Pauline and Tim Grainger; and by

Joseph and Evelyn Lieff.

Contributions may be made by calling the

Hillel Lodge office at 236-7132. Attractive

cards are sent to convey the appropriate sen-

timents. Contributions are tax deductible.

Down Memory Lane...

1939 — Freiman’s Department Store decorated to greet the Royal visitors King George
VI and Queen Elizabeth.

Photographer: Hugo Levendel. Photo Credit: Ottawa Jewish Historical Society.
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Middle East on a see-saw

Territorial concessions do not

make hate & distrust disappear
By Arno Herzberg

(JTA) The Reagan Ad-
ministration’s top Middle East

officer. Assistant Secretary of

State for Near Eastern Affairs

Richard Murphy, is again mak-
ing the rounds in Mideast and
European capitals, trying to put

some life into the peace process.

But there is no reason to

assume that this time will be

any different from his previous

two-week trip late last fall.

Murphy came back from that

go-around with a rather

pessimistic view of the situa-

tion. Nothing fundamental has

changed between then and now,

and there should be no illusions

in this respect.

At present, the most basic

conditions for the start of

negotiations do not exist. All

efforts to pierce the cumulative

subterfuges of King Hussein of

Jordan, PLO chief Yasir

Arafat, and Syrian strongman
Hafez Assad have failed up to

now.
King Hussein is afraid to

open direct negotiations with

Israel and seeks the backing of

some international conference

where Israel would have no
chance to be heard and the

Soviet Union would be an un-

wanted participant.

Yasir Arafat has not moved
one step beyond his so-called

February Agreement with King
Hussein. Recognition of Israel

is his trump card, so he says. As
for the relevant resolutions at

the United Nations — one day
he says maybe he will approve
them; the next day it is almost

a no; the third day he refers to

what he said before.

Syrian President Hafez
Assad wants to build up his

military strength to have pari-

ty with Israel. He is not in-

terested in peace.

The Arabs are thus exhibiting

their usual behavior: spells of
realism are blotted out by a

stark irrational tendency. There
is always a dream one can fall

back on. Every Arab peace pro-

posal, every move towards the

possibility of negotiations is

open to revisions, to a change
of mind, and to irrational

posturing.

It is frustrating — not only

for American negotiators. It is

a horrible strain for Israelis.

They are always suspended bet-

ween hope and disappointment.

It seems that war as a clash

of arms has given way to a war
of nerves. Many a time one
cannot help thinking that the

Arabs do it all on purpose.

They keep political life in Israel

constantly off-balance. Violent

arguments are raging within the

government even before there is

a chance of a dialogue. With all

their vacillating, the Arabs in-

fluence political thinking and
action to the point that they can

manipulate them.
What has changed in the

Mideast, however, has to do
with oil. The importance of

OPEC has diminished to the

point where the cartel is prac-

tically out of business. The
OPEC countries, especially

Saudi Arabia, are embroiled in

a price war. Arab money has

lost part of its glamour and at-

traction. The Saudi paymasters

have their own problems to at-

tend to. They are hard-pressed

to meet the bills they ac-

cumulated in a relentless

economic expansion.

What was once the main
source of Arab riches has

become a problem — at least

for the foreseeable future.

After the price of oil had been
pushed up to the point of extor-

tion, the tide turned. Prices

have come down and produc-
tion has been lowered. The
Arab oil monopoly has been
severely punctured.

The Arabs know that their

oil is no longer a matter of do-
or-die for the West. In the first

half of 1985, the United States

imported most of its oil from
Mexico, Canada, Venezuela
and the United Kingdom, In-

donesia and Nigeria.

Such a change in the

economic scene has far-

reaching geo-political implica-

tions. The strategic importance

of the entire region around the

Persian Gulf has lessened.

Although it will be always a

matter of concern what goes on
in this part of the world, the

pressure to give in to any Arab
demand has subsided — if

Western politicians want to

notice it.

One would think that under
the present changed conditions

America and Israel would no
longer have an urgent interest

to start extended negotiations

with the Arabs. Peace is worth
every effort, to be sure. But the

“peace” with Egypt should

teach us something.
Egypt received back the en-

tire Sinai Peninsula, and it

received the entrance to the

Gulf of Aqaba, one of the most
valuable strategic pieces of real

estate; they did not have to pay
any reparations although they

were the aggressors in several

wars. They are still not

satisfied. The strip of 700
square feet of Taba held by
Israel is a source of major
dissatisfaction. Students
demonstrate in the streets of

Cairo because one soldier who
murdered six Israelis was put

on trial. This should teach us

that giving up territory does not

make distrust and hatred
disappear.

Israel and the West can only

hope that some day, Arab
ideology will change. If it is

brought home to them that they

are no longer regarded as being

on top of the world, their at-

titude might be influenced by
self-interest. Some day the con-
flict between the superpowers
will be settled and the fallout

will affect the Middle East.

And the present Arab leaders

will not live forever. Maybe
another Sadat will emerge.

Nothing is forever in the

Middle East.

January Space Shuttle tragedy claims

life of first Jewish woman astronaut
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.,

(JTA) — The explosion of the

space shuttle Challenger about
a minute after launching here

on January 28 took the lives of
all seven aboard, including Dr.
Judith Resnick, the first Jewish
woman astronaut.

The victims of the worst
disaster in the history of the

American space program were
U.S. Navy Commander Francis

Scobee, commander of the

shuttle; Michael Smith, pilot;

Ellison Onizuka, Ron McNair
and Resnick, all mission
specialists; and Greg Jarvis a

specialists of the Hughes Air-

craft Co.
In addition, there was one

civilian passenger, Christa
McAuliffe, a New Hampshire
public school teacher who was
to have broadcast two
15-minute lessons to school

children all over the U.S. and
Canada while the Challenger
was in orbit.

The 100-ton, multi-million

dollar spacecraft lifted off at

11:38 a.m. local time in what
officials of the National

Aeronautics and Space Agency
(NASA) said was a “perfect

launch”. About a minute later

it burst into a fireball, and
smoking debris plunged into

the Atlantic about nine miles

downrange.
In June, 1984, Resnick, then

35, became the second woman
to go into spacae. She and five

male crew members of the Or-
biter Discovery were on a

seven-day scientific mission.

Born in Cleveland, she grew
up in Akron, Ohio and earned
a bachelor’s degree in electrical

engineering at Carnegie-Mellon
University in 1970. She was
subsequently employed as a

design engineer by RCA and in

that capacity worked on several

NASA projects.

From 1974-77, Resnick was a

biomedical engineer and staff

Fellow in the Laboratory of
Neurophysiology at the Na-
tional Institutes of Health in

Bethesda, Md. In 1977 she
received a doctorate in electrical

engineering from the Universi-

ty of Maryland.
Before her selection by

NASA for space flight training

in 1978, she was a senior

systems engineer in product
development with the Zerox
Corp. at El Segundo, Calif.

After completing her year’s

training as an astronaut, she
worked on projects relocated to

development of Orbiter
Discovery.

Resnick’s paternal grand-
parents came from Kiev. They
left Russia in the late I920’s and
settled in Palestine before com-
ing to the U.S. Her father at-

tended a yeshiva in Palestine.

Her family moved to
Cleveland where her grand-
father, Jacob, was a shochet,
and her grandmother, Anna,
worked for Jewish organiza-
tions. Her father, Dr. Marvin
Resnick, was active in many
Jewish causes. Resnick attend-

ed Hebrew school in Cleveland
and was Bat Mitzvahed there.

The disaster that overtook
space shuttle Challenger follow-

ed a series of cancelled laun-

chings due partly to technical

problems and partly to weather
conditions.

9 JTA News
in Brief

Would Kill Jews to Balance Budget

BONN, (JTA) — A West German official’s public

suggestion that rich Jews ought to be killed to help

balance the budget triggered outrage here for the second

time in January over anti-Semitic remarks by politicians

linked to Chancellor Helmut Kohl's ruling Christian

Democratic Union (CDU) coalition.

Wilderich Freiherr Von Mierbach Graf Von Spec,

Mayor of Korschenbroich, in the federal state of North
Rhine-Westphalia, admitted that he told the town coun-

cil’s budget committee that a few rich Jews should be slain

in order to get the budget balanced. Korschenbroich has

a population of about 27,000. It was not immediately

known if any Jews live there.

Von Mierbach apoligized for his remark but added that

talk about killing rich Jews was widely used in the past

when discussing financial matters, an explanation that

stunned observers. He did not say whether he was refer-

ring to the Nazi era or the more recent past.

The opposition Social Democratic Parly (SPD) im-

mediately called on the Mayor to resign. The Jewish com-
munity in Dusseldorf announced it has filed suit against

him for racial incitement. Von Mierbach, a member of

the CDU, made the remark at a meeting on January 16.

But the local newspaper, owned by a CDU activist, still

has not published it.

Outrage was expressed earlier in January when Her-

mann Felner, a ranking member of the Christian Social

Union, the CDU’s Bavarian sister party, stated publicly

that Jews who seek reparations from German firms that

used them as slave laborers during World War II created

the impression that “Jews are quick to show up when
money jingles in German cashboxes.”

Felner, too, apologized both in the Bundestag and in

a formal statement to the Jewish community. But the

matter resurfaced when the weekly Der Spiegel quoted

Chancellor Kohl as saying that Felner’s remark was not

anti-Semitic and that it reflected the attitude of most Ger-

mans. A government spokesman has denied the Der
Spiegel story. The weekly stood by its account.

Israeli Premier Shimon Peres, who was visiting West
Germany, refused to comment. Aides said he did not read

Der Spiegel and had no intention of raising the matter

during his talks in Bonn.

Soviet ‘Bal Teshuva’ Settled in Israel

TEL AVIV, (JTA) — A Soviet aliya activist who
became a self-taught Orthodox Jew while still in the

Soviet Union arrived here in late January with his wife,

three children and his wife’s parents. Ilya Essas, described

as a “bal teshuva, “was granted an exit visa after World
Jewish Congress president Edgar Bronfman intervened

with the Soviet authorities on his behalf. His parents im-
migrated to Israel several years ago.

Essas is the recognized leader of a Jewish religious

revivalist movement which apparently is functioning in

the USSR despite Soviet official opposition to all

religions. His halachic knowledge, gained without benefit

of formal instruction, is such that he is consulted by
observant Jews all over the Soviet Union on religious mat-
ters. His following inside Russia is said to closely resem-
ble the Hasidic sects.

Essas, who speaks Hebrew fluently, plunged into a

long-standing controversy within minutes of his arrival.

Speaking to reporters, he denounced fellow Soviet-Jewish

emigres who choose to live in countries other than Israel.

Essas also triggered a tug-of-war between the Agudat
Israel and other Orthodox parties over which would claim
him as its own. The establishment Orthodox groups ap-
pealed to him not to join the non-Zionist Orthodox fringe

groups.

Israeli Economy Looking Up
JERUSALEM (JTA) — The inflation rate was zero in

the last two weeks of January and the estimate of about
1.5 percent for the full month would be the smallest rise

of the consumer price index in eight years. That and other

good economic news just released by the Central Bureau
of Statistics has put Finance Minister Yitzhak Modai in

a strong position for his upcoming contract negotiations
with Histadrut.

He said afterwards that with inflation virtually non-
existent there is no need to abandon the wage/price freeze

which he credited for ending the spiral of devaluation and
price hikes. Modai urged the trade union federation not
to demand wage increases but rather maintain the pre-

sent situation in which consumer buying power is

guaranteed.

The success of the economic austerity program is

threatened, however, by the Cabinet’s recent decision to

increase the defense budget by $37 million. Modai warn-
ed that if this trend continues it would undo what has
been accomplished so far in setting the economy right.

Israel’s trade deficit shrank by 16.4 percent last month
compared to the same month a year ago, an improve-
ment attributed to the combined effects of plunging oil

prices, a weaker U.S. dollar, and a rise in Israel’s military

exports.
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Of Ariel Sharon and Meir Kahane

Two men some Jews love to hate
By Emanuel A. Winston
There is a terrible fear in

most Jews that the world will

find us and betray our deepest

secret . . . that we are scar-

ed witless that the non-
Jewish world will notice us. We
know that they are watching us

and to that end we give much
energy to making certain our
exposed selves are well polish-

ed. We throw ourselves into

medicine, science, the arts; we
are first to march for any cause

for saving humanity, although
some of our people have trou-

ble demonstrating for Jewish

causes.

But, there are a few Jews
who simply will not play the

game, and they not only embar-
rass us but we fear that they will

call down the wrath of the non-
Jewish world on our successful,

secure lives. Unfortunately,

they are correct. Let us attempt

to see if we can accommodate
two truths in the same space.

Truth tfl: We Jews have
every right to be terrified, that

we will call down the wrath of
the gentiles because our past

history leaches us this is so,

painfully. Not a moment of
history has passed by without

the Jews being held hostage to

some special mode of behavior

designated only for Jews.

Truth #2: There are Jews
among us that drive other Jews
to distraction. They do and say

exactly what they think in a

most open and public way.
They say things that are usual-

ly only spoken about in the

privacy of one’s own home, on
the golf course, or, perhaps in

synagogue, but not in public.

I put forward two men, each
of whom has developed a large

following of those who believe

they are right and an even big-

ger following of those who in-

sist publically they are wrong:
They are General Ariel

Sharon, M.K. and Rabbi Meir
Kahane, M.K.

Before you experience a knee
jerk Pavlovian reaction, let us

see what each has to say, in

public and with no apologies.

General Arik Sharon has
fought in every war since 1947
and every in between war. He
has performed to a standard of
excellence which brought vic-

tory. Some have said that he
took foolhardy risks. Some say
he conducted an unnecessary
war in Lebanon.

In fairness to Arik Sharon
and with the privilege of hind-
sight, Israel may have had no
other option. Consider the
following:

The P.L.O., with Syrian
backing, had virtually absorb-
ed control of all of Lebanon.
From Tripoli in the north to

Sidon in the south, all of
Lebanon was under a brutal
law of the P.L.O., with each
faction squeezing its area for

money and power by murder,
rape and pillage. From the

south, “Fatahland,” the nor-
thern towns of Israel were shell-

ed by Soviet Katyusha rockets.

People were leaving the border
towns and those who stayed
learned to live in bomb shelters.

The children were becoming
permanently bomb-
traumatized. P.L.O. Terrorists

infiltrated Israel to attack
civilians, killing and maiming
many men, women and
children.

There was only one answer.

Clean out the P.L.O. Terrorists

and the Syrians with their

Soviet SS5 missile batteries.

The intention to clear a 25 mile

or 40 kilometer security zone
north of the Israeli border was
aborted as the P.L.O. forces

melted away in front of the

Israel Defense Forces (IDF),

retreating into Beirut. Caches
of weapons sufficient to supp-

ly an army of 100,000 were
discovered buried in mountain
caves. Documents were found
stating P.L.O. intentions to an-

nihilate the northern cities of

Israel, making clear that the

weapons’ caches were preposi-

tioned for an external enemy
flown into Lebanon. These
arms were mostly Soviet with

some from Saudi Arabia with

American markings.
Thereafter, the objective was a

clear-cut necessity to finish the

military forces of the P.L.O.
and capture all the buried

weapons.
Regretfully, what happened

in the previous five

Arab/Israeli wars reoccurred.

The Americans stepped in, sav-

ed the P.L.O., allowed them to

depart Beirut and later Tripoli

with “honor” and their per-

sonal weapons to fight another
day. The Americans snatched
defeat from the jaws of the vic-

tory by the IDF and Arik
Sharon, rescued Arafat and his

thugs from elimination, and set

the stage for the bombing of the

U.S. Marines by the Iranian

Shiites under the banner “Hez-
bollah

'
’ or “Party of G-d ’

' and
their cohorts, the Syrians. After
losing 280 men, the Americans
withdrew wondering why Assad
of Syria didn’t keep his word.

Caches of

weapons sufficient

to supply an

army of 100,000...

What would have been a

decisive victory in a short time
then became a bogged down
war of attrition.

Arik Sharon has a crystal

clear view of who is with us,

who would use us when conve-
nient and who is against us. He
is firm that when the oppor-
tunity is there, the Arabs will

make every attempt to cause the

State called Israel disappear.
Their religion of Islam, in the
Koran, tells them to keep every
piece of land that was ever
under Moslem rule. They
repeatedly state their aim to

take Israel in whole or in stages,

and we should believe what
they say, not what we wish, if

we are ever to survive and
possibly to live in peace with
them as neighbors. They draw
assistance from those crazy
countries, like Syria, Libya,
Iraq, Iran, including the Soviet
Union, who supports as clients

all of the Arab states in con-
frontation with Israel. The
Europeans will stand by and
watch with mute approval. The
Americans may attempt to stop
the Arab’s intended car-
nage. ..but probably too late.

As always, the Jews have to go
it alone.

Arik Sharon believes in the
real and de facto conspiracy to
remove Jews from the face of
the earth. He has, therefore,
undertaken the most aggressive

protection of Israel, in spite of

the unpopularity this has

brought him. The Jewish world

at large and many in Israel

believe that his position is ex-

cessive, calling upon us the

anger of the non-Jewish world.

I will end this segment on a

humorous but poignant note:

Jake and Abie were about to be

shot by a German firing squad.

Jake yells at the Oberfuehrer,
demanding a cigarette and a

blindfold. Abie turns to Jake
and says furiously; “Shut up,

you idiot! Do you want to

make them mad?”
Rabbi Meir Kahane also

believes there is an anti-Jewish

world conspiracy — to

eliminate the Jew and his

religion from the face of the

earth. Based upon the con-

siderable talents of the Jewish

geniuses who have documented
history down through the ages,

one must conclude that history

gives credence to Rabbi
Kahane’s conclusion But he
refuses to accept the logical out-

come of history as the necessary

course for the future. He has

narrowed his applied view
somewhat. He looks at the

Our deepest secret

...that the

non-Jewish world

will notice us.

Jewish people in the State of
Israel and says... Every people
has its nation, namely, the land
it claims for itself. Israel has
been denied this right by a host
of conquerors who attempted
to make the land “Judenrein”
(free of Jews). The Babylo-
nians, Assyrians, Romans,
Greeks, Arabs, Turks, among
others, all attempted to drive

the Jews from the land. They
ultimately failed in destroying

the Jews as a people.

The Arabs pushed the Jews
into a humiliating status
designated by Mohammed,
called the “Dhimmi.” The
word, “Dhimmi,” describes a

lowly creature to be taxed,

beaten, robbed, who may not
testify against a true believer,

the Moslem. Living as a Jew in

an Arab country was a

miserable and lowly existence.

For 1328 years Jews were sub-
jected to as much persecution

as European Jewry, short of the

Holocaust.

In spite of this persecution,

the Jews managed a continuous
presence in Eretz Yisrael and
Jewish majority in Jerusalem
from 1840 onwards. Between
World Wars I and II enough
Jews made their way to
Palestine, the land designated
by the League of Nations as the
promised Jewish Homeland, to
create a force to be reckoned
with. Although the British, in

cooperation with the Arabs,
tried to keep the Jews out,

nevertheless the Jews came
home. As the Jews made the

wasteland of Palestine into a
fertile land of jobs and better
health, the Arabs from sur-
rounding countries came in,

usually uncounted by the
British. Upon declaration of the
State of Israel and the approv-
ing vote of the United Nations,
the Arabs promised what would
be the most famous massacres
of the Jews if this lowly people

attempted to claim any land
formerly of Islam. Note! All of
Israel was viewed as

Arab/Moslem land belonging

to the religious order of Islam

and, therefore, no unbeliever

could occupy the land, either

Christian or Jew. The upstart

Jews ignored the warning.
Seven Arab armies attacked the

nascent State, and seven Arab
armies were defeated, ig-

nominously. The macho Arab
could not believe this loss of
manhood and insisted they lost,

not to the lowly Jew but to a

combination of Americans,
with Soviet weapons. Five wars

Kahane: Israel

is either a Jewish

state or a

democratic state.

later, with the same face-saving

formulas being used, the same
attitude prevails.

The Arabs state they will

clear the land of Jews. Even
Anwar Sadat, in what was the

most twisted peace treaty ever

concocted said (within the

Camp David Accords) that he
reserved the right to join other

Arab armies in the fight against

the Jews (read
“extermination”).

Rabbi Meir Kahane
says. ..Israel is the land for

Jewish sovereignty because G-
d gave it to the Jews, and
because we have no other land
which will unequivocally accept

us, forever. He states that, if

Israel is the only Jewish State,

it cannot accept the possibility

that a possible Arab majority
could outvote the Jews through
our singular virtue of maintain-

ing the secular, democratic pro-

cess. Israel is either a Jewish
state or a democratic state. If

there is conflict between being
both, we must decide now to be
a Jewish state. He claims that

since the Arab world under
Islam declares the Jew is either

to be a servant class (“Dhim-
mi:’) or to be thrust out of the

land, then there is not question
as to who is racist. He main-
tains that the Arab population
within Israel is hostile and con-
siders itself a captured people
who must struggle to rid itself

of its occupier. How could they
believe otherwise, when most of
the world, including many Jews
like the “Peace Now” group,
tells them so?

For those who do not unders-
tand the tenets of the Koran, it

is difficult to understand and be
persuaded by the argument that

sitting down to discuss, to

negotiate, is indeed a most sen-

sible course for reasonable
men, but this is not permitted
to the Moslems. The law that

Khomeini expounds today is

the law of their past and the law
of their future. A Moslem may
indeed sit down to negotiate
and even sign agreements, if

circumstances demonstrate that

he is weak. However, when the

cause of his weakness changes,
he is free, even mandated to

brush aside all treaties and
agreements in the continued
pursuit to strengthen Islam. In
other words, no Westerner, no
non-believer, no Jew or Chris-
tian, no Moslem of another
sect, will ever receive more than

a temporary agreement from a
Moslem, if he to be true to his

Koran and Mohammed and
Allah. Saddam Hussein of Iraq

signed a peace agreement with
the Shah of Iran. When Iran

was perceived as weakened by
the Khomeini revolution, Iraq

scrapped the treaty, attacked
Iran, and a merciless five year
massacre is still ongoing.

Meir Kahane recognizes this

unalterable situation. Any Arab
who lives amongst Jews on land

considered Moslem, under the

laws of Islam must one day
strike out at the Jews. It is the

Moslem world view which is

racist, not Kahane. He
demonstrates more respect for

the Arabs and their Moslem
beliefs than all the bleeding

hearts who deny the teachings

of the Islamic creed. This is

decency and honor, not racism.

He says, therefore, that Israel

must strengthen itself to survive

as a Jewish State. It must be for

the Jews, with Jewish laws and
customs making up the fabric

of our own society. That Israel

must not adopt or use modified
world laws or customs, or Arab
laws or customs, which would
weaken the one Jewish State.

He certainly doesn’t advocate
killing the Arabs, merely offer-

ing them a financial incentive to

move to another Arab country
or be transferred as many
populations have been during
this century, in a population ex-

change. Remember, that
800.000 Jews from Arab lands
were forcibly expelled without
compensation for their personal

and community properties.

600.000 were absorbed by the

nascent State of Israel during
times of great austerity, in-

cluding the Jews from
Ethiopia, just this year.

Rabbi Kahane maintains that

when a man says he is your
enemy, believe him. Hitler’s

“Mein Kampf” was Hitler’s

uncompromising statement of
promised hostility for the
Jewish race. The Christian
world at one time or another
throughout history, has stated

that it was not a friend of the

Jewish people. They delivered

up on this statement with
pogroms, peaking but not en-

ding with the Holocaust.
The Arabs, since the time of

Mohammed, clearly
documented their despisement
of the Jewish people, and pro-
mised continuous retribution

through humiliation and the
sword. Here, too, their pro-
mises were kept.

It is difficult for Jews not to

believe that all matters may be
discussed sanely. Sadly, this op-
tion may be available to other
peoples, but our history is

replete with the unending
hypocrisy of short term
agreements which were aborted
when convenient.

Gen. Ariel Sharon and Rab-
bi Meir Kahane may not state

their conclusions as politely as

you would wish. Perhaps their

bombast and chilling
statements are embarrassing to
a people long conditioned to

shading every word so as not to
offend the gentile. But, un-
doubtedly, they appear to be
accurate in their conclusions
and history has proven itself to
be on their side.

Reprinted from the Jewish
Press, November 8, 1985 issue.
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Education, career records of

survivor’s children match rest

By Ben Gallob
(JTA) A Montreal-based

study of children of Holocaust
survivors indicates that those
children have reached, as

adults, a level of educational at-

tainment comparable to, and
sometimes superior to, that of
children of Canadian-born
Jewish parents or children of
immigrants untouched by the

Holocaust.
The study also showed that

survivors’ children have
managed to effectively compen-
sate for any disadvantages
associated with the generally

lower educational status and in-

come of their parents.

Moreover, the study in-

dicated; these children had not

suffered from any effects of the

mental or physical problems
their parents might still be suf-

fering from their Holocaust
experiences.

Morton Weinfeld, a McGill
University sociology professor,

and John Sigal, conducted the

study. Sigal is research director

at the Jewish General Hospital
Institute of Community and
Family Psychiatry. All of their

respondents were Montreal
residents.

The information from their

study reported in The Canadian
Jewish News is among some of
the preliminary data of the

study which encompassed more
than 500 questions addressed to

the children.

The study had the participa-

tion of 527 respondents. Of
these, 242 were children of sur-

vivors. Another 209 were
children of native-born Cana-
dian Jews, and 76 were children

of immigrants who had not suf-

fered in the Holocaust. All were
between 19 to 36, all lived in

Montreal and all were of
Ashkenazic origin.

Among the children of sur-

vivors, 62 percent had at least

a Bachelor’s degree, compared
with 55.5 percent of the
children of Canadian-born
parents, and 47.4 percent of
children of the third category of
parents.

The level of the educational
achievements of the children of
survivors, of Canadian-born
Jews and immigrants in the

third category was substantial-

ly higher, in each category, than
those of their parents. Survivor
parents were likely to have a

lower economic status.

Weinfeld and Sigal reported
that it was evident that all three

groups of children in the sam-
ple represented “an educated
middle-class group.” They add-
ed that the data indicated that

“any problems of status attain-

ment experienced by survivors
of the Holocaust themselves
were overcome by their North
American offspring.”

The two experts dismissed
the conclusion from some
clinical reports that excess

pressure from survivor parents

on the children to do well

because they themselves had
been denied opportunities was
one of the reasons for the at-

tainments by their children.

But the children of survivors

said they had felt parental

pressure to succeed more than
did the children from the two
other categories. However,
children of survivors did not

assess the overall quality of

their relationship with their

Under the auspices of
“Operation Independence”
headed in Canada by Charles

Bronfman, the State of Israel

Bond Organization has been

assigned a key coordinating role

in promoting and developing

Jewish travel to Israel.

The national Canadian Bond
Organization through its exten-

sive links with synagogues and
major Bond trade divisions,

such as, Food and Allied In-

dustries, Fashion and Con-
struction will redouble its ef-

forts to promote tourism to

Israel.

Tourism is an important

source of Israel’s foreign cur-

rency earnings. Over one
million people visit the country

annually, generating gross

revenue of around SI billion.

Half of all tourists come from
Europe, 33 percent from North
America and 17 percent from
other parts of the world. In-

cluded are about 300,000 who
come each year as pilgrims or

on Holy Land tours, and some
100,000 visitors from Arab
lands, who are able to enter

Israel via the Open Bridges with

Jordan of across the Israel-

Egypt and Israel-Lebanon

borders. Tourists are attracted

by the country’s geographical

diversity, its archaeological and
religious sites, its almost
unlimited sunshine and its

resorts on the Red Sea, the

Dead Sea, the Mediterranean

parents any differently than did

the respondents in the other
two categories.

Children of survivors were
found to have had more Jewish
education and to be more
religious in their outlook, the

latter as measured by frequen-
cy of synagogue attendance.
The two experts speculated that

religious belief might have
helped survivors and their

families to cope better with the

traumas of Holocaust events

and memories and help create

a stable home environment for

the children to help offset any
psychological strains between
parents and children.

The experts also contended
that the relatively lower
economic status of survivor

parents was probably more a
result of anti-Semitic barriers to

opportunities before the war In

Europe and the setback of the

years lost during the Holocaust
period and in the re-building of
their lives as immigrants, than
lack of talent or ambition.
The study emphasized that

the fact that the children of sur-

vivors have become achievers

“does not deny the severity of
the survivors’ experience and
the persistence of traumatic

after-effects.”

According to the report on
the study, what it does seem to

show on that phase of their

lives and adjustment is that the

survivor parents seem to have
coped with their post-war
physical and mental distress in

a way “which prevented
negative consequences for their

children’s educational and oc-

cupational attainments.”

yflfefc SHAYNA

Atnfy/r SHUSTERUP* Sales

Representative

828-0385
$

Specialist in

Residential Real Estate

•For all your residential real estate needs

— buying or selling —

Call Shayna Shuster at

ReMax Gateway Realty Ltd.

596-5353

Ottawa Women

SIB promotes Jewish

travel to Israel
Sea and Lake Kinneret (Sea of
Galilee).

Israel has some 300 tourist

recommended hotels, including

30 kibbutz guest houses, and
over 3,000 licenced tourist

guides. For the young, and the

young at heart, there is a chain

of 32 youth hostels, associated

with the International Youth
Hostels Association. Christian

hospices offer accommodation
in Jerusalem, Haifa, Nazareth,

Tiberias and Galilee, and over

a dozen developed camping
sites are scattered throughout

the country.

The Ministry of Tourism has

set itself a target of two million

visitors per year and the coun-

try’s tourist infrastructure is be-

ing developed accordingly.

Ever since its inception in

1952, the Israel Bond Organiza-

tion has been an integral part of

the development of Israel’s

tourism infrastructure. The
growth and development of El

A1 as the 12th largest interna-

tional carrier and the invest-

ment in Tel Aviv’s Ben Gurion
airport can be traced back to

funds channelled into transpor-

tation and tourism through the

national development budget.

Moreover, Bonds investment in

roads, quality hotels, entertain-

ment centers, modern ports and
an efficient public transporta-

tion system have greatly con-

tributed to making Israel a

popular vacation country.

B'nai Brfth Women
of Canada

INVITES ALL YOUNG WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY TO THE

FIRST MEETING
OF A NEW CHAPTER OF B’NAI BRITH WOMEN
DATE: WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1986
TIME: 8:00 P.M.
PLACE: OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
CLARA SHORE 820-8391
PENNY KROWITZ 1-416-630-9313

OF ALL THE
IMPORTANT THINGS 1

TO REMEMBER:

YOUR CHILDREN’S
JEWISH FUTURE

REMEMBER TO
REMEMBER US
IN YOUR WILL

m ***=*» .

The Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation
151 Chapel Street

Ottawa KIN 7Y2
232-7306
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Bag Youths
By Elaine Rabin, MSW

Dear Readers,

Usually this column is Marlene Cherun’s bailiwick —
her byline and my picture; not fair, but that’s the way
life is and this is the subject of my article today.

Over the past few years I have noticed a significant and
alarming trend in our community and a major trend in

the community at large — that is the eviction of teenage

children from the home. We don’t have “bag ladies”,

as in New York City, albeit there are homeless women,
we have “bag youths”. More and more families, either

as the result of “tough love" or whatever, are deciding

to close the doors on their teenage children. This is a

phenomenon the Jewish Community would not like to

believe, but it exists proportionately to the general

population. Kids on the street are eligible for welfare

assistance, food, shelter, clothing — so the bare

necessities of life are there, for those in need. Second,
there are now several youth-oriented organizations which

have mushroomed, like the food banks, during the past

few years. One is the Youth Services Bureau which
receives over $230,000.00 from the Region alone (vis a

vis the JSSA total budget of $150,000.00) and the Bureau
still runs out of funds. It assists youth with the items men-
tioned above as well as offering appropriate vocational

training where possible. Centre 454 is also youth-oriented

and the disadvantaged kids of today gravitate there for

clothing, food and general peer support. Thus, with this

background I want to lead into something which touches
my heart greatly.

Sure families have problems; yes, kids are difficult and
sometimes impossible to raise, but the old school of
thought is — if the presenting problem is the child, it is

the marriage that is faulty. Naturally this is not true in

each and every case, but in fact, children are often made
into scapegoats for the difficulties suffered in the marital
relationship. The child becomes a pawn to be abused; he
develops pour self-image and thinks he is responsible for

the problems in the home. The poor self-image leads to

inappropriate social skills; the youth withdraws, tends
toward antisocial behaviour and thus unconsciously trig-

gers the scapegoat tactic. It is very difficult to break this

chain of events, and the youth is the loser.

He is the one identified as The Problem. He needs the
shrink; He begins to do poorly at school; He cannot relate

to others. The only place he will find a core group exact-
ly like himself is on the street, at Youth Services, at Cen-
tre 454, or in a group home. By then, the youth is labell-

ed as “anti-social”, “difficult”, or even a “slow learner”.

My reason for writing the above is’ to ask the Parent— to seek help. Parents are, by virtue of the authority
cast upon them by their role, omniscient. Many of us need
help in raising our children. The sooner we recognize our
failings, the easier to rectify. And for all the kids who
just might be reading this, you are not always to blame,
your parents need guidance, even if they deny it. Try to
get your family to seek family counselling — it is

available. See your school counsellor, your rabbi, your
social worker, or even a friend with whom you can share
your troubles. ..or call the JSSA at 238-6351. Leaving
home is only rarely the best solution, when all else fails.

To Parents and Children: remember the fifth com-
mandment . .

. ‘

‘Honour thy father and thy mother’ ’ — but
we are cautioned as parents, not to provoke the child in-

to breaking the commandment.

Dales lo Remember
Monday, March 3 Bingo Mini Lunch, Assembly Hall
J.C.C., 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 4 50+ Drop-In Centre, J.C.C., 1:30
p.m.
Thursday, March 6 — ALL Luncheon (Adults for Lively)
Leisure), Agudath Israel Synagogue, 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 11 50+ Drop-In Centre J.C.C., 1:30
p.m.

Every Wednesday 50+ Drop-In Centre, J.C.C., Bridge
Club 1 :00 p.m.
Every Wednesday 50+ Drop-In Centre, J.C.C., Chess
Club 7:00 p.m.

Video Memories
Video Camera Recording Service

Weddings Bar Mitzvahs
Special Events •

Brian McPhillips
Production Supervisor 737-1931

Terrorists hatred a paradox
involves a measure of intimacy

By David Szonyi

(JTA) Terrorists throughout
the world are acting out a

“sacrament of violence,”
believing that the shedding of
blood — their victims’ and their

own — will “compel cosmic
powers to their service.”
Perhaps one reason terrorists

have often looked to Jews is

that many cultures still instinc-

tively view the Jews as being

“cast by destiny” into the role

of sacrificial victims.

These points were made by
philosopher Abraham Kaplan
in a far-reaching talk on “The
Philosophy of Violence” in

New York recently. Kaplan is

Dean of the University’s Facul-

ty of Social Sciences and
Mathematics, and has authored

nine books, including
American Ethics and Public

Policy and The New World of
Philosophy.

Kaplan pointed out that ter-

rorists must be understood as

part of the twentieth century

“cult of violence,” by which
violence is seen as having
“magical” powers to produce
“consequences far beyond the

destruction it brings about.”
In this regard, terrorists also

are absolutists who allow no
conditions or qualifications to

restrain their actions. Like
many of us, Kaplan noted, they

find it difficult to cope with the

anxiety of a lack of certitude.

“If you are sure of what you
are doing, you no longer have
to subject your acts to moral
assessments,” he observed.

Kaplan delved into the
psychology, as well as the

underlying ideology, of ter-

rorism. The terrorist is

desperately seeking an identity,

by distinguishing himself from
others (his “target group”)
rather than in relation to

others. This is what
psychologists call a “negative
identity.”

In a way, Kaplan observed,
the terrorist tries to become
“born again” through his act.

However, because he is the pro-
duct of a certain lack of identi-

ty, he doesn’t feel as if he had
been born once.

Lacking an inner
psychological core of self, the
terrorist also craves self-esteem.

His act provides this by allow-
ing him to stand, however
ephemerally, at the center of
the stage of current affairs.

Suddenly, Kaplan pointed out,
the perpetuators of an act of
coercion and violence seems to

attain “worldwide historical

significance.”

Although terrorists generally

come from the Third World,
they more often than not stem
from the middle (sometimes
even upper-middle) class rather

than from the oppressed sec-

tions of society. Yet because the

terrorist feels psychologically

empty, “it is not that he is

fighting for a cause — the cause
is fighting for him,” in the

sense of providing him a reason

for being.

Finally, terrorism must be
seen as a discharge of hostility.

Kaplan compared the terrorist

to the rapist, who seeks not to

express love for, but to vent his

hatred of, his victim. Kaplan
added that, paradoxically, this

expression of hatred does in-

volve a measure of intimacy;

his relationship to the victim

may be the closest the terrorist

ever gets to another person. In

this regard, he quoted Sirhan
Sirhan’s words — “I love that

man” — shortly after he fatal-

ly shot Robert Kennedy.

Policy recommendations

on dealing with terrorists

• The media have a responsibility to be accurate and ex-

ercise restraint in covering terrorism. Terrorists need
to he identified as such, rather than as “freedom
fighters,” “guerillas” or “nationalist heroes.” There
should be a media blackout of terrorist actions while
they are in progress.

• There must never be surrender to terrorists, particular-

ly those who demand the release of their imprisoned
fellow terrorists. Concessions only encourage further

acts of violence; they fortify the already “enlarged
ego" of the actual or potential perpetrator.

• Similarly, there should be no negotiations with ter-

rorists. No legal system recognizes the legitimacy of
agreements made under coercion, Kaplan pointed out.

• Officials dealing with terrorists should come from
relatively low governmental positions, so as to deny
terrorists a sense of political and psychological status.

“Rather than the President or the Secretary of State,

let the assistant police chief make statements in

response to terrorists’ demands,” Kaplan argued.
• There be "swift and sure punishment for terrorists,”

including their accessories. (Kaplan pointed out that

accessories are held fully accountable in such felonies

as armed robbery when personal violence occurs).
However, he opposed the idea of capital punishment,
which offers the terrorist martyrdom, or the yearned-
for fulfillment of the “sacrament of violence.”

PRIPSTEIN’S GAMP
LAST STAFF
OPENINGS:

Swim Director to run our outdoor lake & indoor pool programs.
Instructors of pottery, arts & crafts, drama, photography, canoeing, physical
education.

Male Cabin Counsellor for 8-9 yr. olds.

CIT GIRLS: 2 openings left. (C1T boys — wait list only)

Send brief resume & references to Ronnie Braverman, 5659 Queen Mary
Road, Montreal H3X 1X3. or call (514) 481-1875.
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Federation
Forum
Linda Nadolny-Cogan and Cally Kardash, Co-Chairmen

Women’s Canadian ORT
By Bonnie Carroll

Ottawa Women’s ORT is proud to be part of an inteic

national organization with a 106 year old legacy of help-
ing people to help themselves by providing them with
marketable skills which lead to employment, security and
human dignity.

ORT stands for Organization for Educational Research
and Technological Training. It operates over 800
technological schools in 27 countries of the world and
offers training in such fields as computers, robotics, elec-

tronics and architectural design. Jewish studies are also

an integral part of the ORT curricula. In Israel, over a

quarter of the entire workforce is ORT trained.

Women’s Canadian ORT has chapters operating in 1

1

cities from coast to coast. Members are involved in fun-
draising projects and participate in programs to meet their

own social and intellectual needs. Also, members are
committed to the resolution of key issues in their own
communities and have co-ordinated conferences on such
issues as technology and human development, Jewish
security in Canada and violence against women.
Ottawa Women’s ORT has some 300 members and

four active chapters. Fundraising projects include

Christmas gift wrapping, selling Mother’s Day brunch
boxes, teas and book sales. Chapter programs offer a
wide variety of topics and stimulating speakers.

In order to respond to the needs of women working
outside of the home, Ottawa Women’s ORT is launching

a business and professional group. Meetings and pro-

grams will be designed to suit the lifestyle and interests

of the rapidly growing number of business and profes-

sional women in this city.

For information, contact membership chairperson,

Linda Kerzner at 596-0984 or President, Lily Penso at

725-1846. Information regarding the business and pro-

fessional group is also available from Paula Agulnik at

828-

8047 or Bonnie Carroll at 521-1683.

•

Chavarot Chapter of ORT
By Linda Kerzner

The Chavarot Chapter of ORT (Organization for

Rehabilitation Through Training) was formed in 1979 and
is the newest of the four Ottawa area ORT chapters. The
group is comprised of women ages 25 to 35 years. The
chapter’s membership numbers approximately 35.

Members occupations range from full time homemakers
to those who are employed full and part-time outside the

home. Each in her own way contributes to ORT’s goal

of helping people stand on their own by making it possi-

ble for over 100,000 ORT students annually to lead pro-

ductive lives through ORT schools whose emphasis is on
providing skills and abilities which are crucial for occupa-

tional survival in a rapidly changing world.

Meetings are held once a month on Tuesday evenings

at 7:30 p.m. Topics have ranged from the Holocaust,

Astrology and Cake Decorating to Street-Proofing Your
Child. With the influx of young couples to the Ottawa

area, the group has also been able to provide a forum
for making friends which is promoted through activities

such as Pot Luck Dinners and Bowling Nights with

spouses. The major fundraising events are the Annual

Autumn Tea, Christmas Gift Wrapping and Mother’s

Day Brunch Boxes.

Each year the membership of the chapter continues to

grow as does the commitment to ORT’s goals. This is

achieved in an environment of friendship. We always

welcome new members. There are still several meetings

before the end of May. Why not come and learn more
about ORT, hear speakers on some fascinating topics and

make friends through enjoyable social activities. For more
information or to be included on our phoning list call

Shelley Rothman, President — 820-9406, Gail Leibovitch

829-

6645 or Marlene Wolinsky 225-1509,

Co-Vice-Presidents.
•

Ottawa Women’s ORT-Eilat Chapter
By Ruth Sadova

In the Spring of 1948, ORT was introduced to Ottawa

and the first chapter formed was Eilat. The idea of trade

schools to train young people in twenty-three countries

was a concept which captured the hearts and minds of

this group, especially because the then new State of Israel

was among those countries in which these schools were

i being established.

Although we have lost a few members, we have also

gained a few and remained friends through such efforts

as Teas, Bazaars, Book Sales, Rummage Sales and

Bingos. We are always open to new ideas and new

members.
Anyone interested in learning more about the Eilat

Chapter of ORT can call me at 233-6187.
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Remaining Beta Israel isolated

physically and psychologically
By Lawrence Finsten

Since Operation Moses, the

Israeli airlift of Ethiopian
Jewish refugees, very few out-

siders have been permitted to

visit the Ethiopian Jewish
villages.

There continues to be deep
uncertainty about the safety of
the remaining Jews, and the

treatment accorded them by
their government.
How many Jews are left in

the country?
What are their immediate

needs?

Could a safe and legal way be
negotiated to bring the Jews
still there to Israel?

It appears the Ethiopian
government was humiliated by
Operation Moses and that any
Ethiopian who would choose to

leave, is viewed by the govern-
ment as committing an affront

to national pride.

The Arab press went to great

lengths to further inflame feel-

ings, with stories of Ethiopian
Jews being trained as Israeli

soldiers, and of Ethiopian
families being settled on the

West Bank. These stories em-
barrass the Ethiopian govern-
ment. Further irritation was
caused by stories depicting the

Ethiopian Jews as primitive

natives.

It would appear at this time
that no overt reprisals or

harassement was taken against

the Beta Israel. And while the

remaining Jews were conscious

of Operation Moses, very few
were aware of the political ex-

citement it caused throughout
the world.

Life in the villages continues

on, synagogues are closed,

Jewish teaching is forbidden.

Contact with the outside world
is becoming more difficult. The
government’s showcase Falasha
village is Wolleka. Here the

government publicly shows
some tolerance towards the

Jews.

The most pressing dangers
are a combination of drought,
disease and inadequate health

care, the ever-present warring
armies, and the threat of forc-

ed re-location to the malaria-

ridden southern provinces.

The children are particularly

vulnerable to disease. They
have suffered so long from

malnutrition that they become
easy prey to measles, whooping
cough. influenza and
hypothermia.

Despite all this, the Beta
Israel remain optimistic, proud
of their Jewishness and confi-

dent in the belief that someday
with the help of world Jewry
and Israel they will live as free

people in Eretz Yisrael.

While the government
isolates the remaining Jewish
villages physically and
psychologically, the strict

religious behaviour of the Beta
Israel — their non-existent

divorce rate and outsider status

within Ethiopian society mak-
ing intermarriage and il-

legitimacy highly unlikely — all

help to maintain their unique
identity as Jews.

Recent indications from the

Ethiopian government to no
longer consider the Falashas as

Jews indicates a determination
to isolate the Beta Israel further

from world Jewry.

YOUNG’S CAR RADIO
SALES & SERVICE

SALES — SERVICE - INSTALLATION
336 Cumberland 235-5428

ALIVE!
Thanks To You.

The dream has become a reality. Despite wars, boycotts and the

hostility of neighbours, Israel is a modern industrial state making

tremendous contributions of high technology, research and

development, to the entire world.

Since 1951, Israel Bonds have helped this happen. The Fifth

Year Development Issue Bonds will begin to mature in 1986 and

1987. Your faith in Israel is vital during this period of economic

recovery and threshold of a bright future. Reinvest and confirm

your commitment. As an inducement, Israel will credit one full

year’s interest in advance on any Bond purchased in 1971 and 1972

when applied to a new Israel Bond of higher denomination. For

as little as $70 U.S. you can contribute to be a partner in Israel’s

proud achievements.

KEEP THE BONDS STRONG
MAKE 1986 YOUR YEAR

FOR ISRAEL.

Please call, write or visit:

State of Israel Bonds
151 Chapel Street, #201,

Ottawa, Ontario

KIN 7Y2,

236-7139
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JCC SPRING PROGRAMS
Physical Education Department

Put some Spring into the new season:

Get fit and have fun the JCC way

FITNESS CLASSES JUNIOR PROGRAM
NOON PLATOON
Date: In session year round

Time: Mon.-Fri., 12:30-1 .00 p.m.

Cost: Nil (Members only)

Location: 151 Chapel Street

Instructor: Greg Richards

JOY BISKIN’S
AEROBIC FITNESS
Date: March 18-April 17/May I to May 29

Time: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6:15-7:15 p.m.

Cost: M-Frec, NM-S30.00

Location: 151 Chapel Street

DOREEN KEIR’S
RHYTHMIC FITNESS
Date: March 24-April 23

Time: Monday-Thursday, 9: 1 5-10:30 a.m.

Cost: M-Free, NM-S35.00

Location: Agudath Israel Synagogue

1400 Coldrey Avenue

ETHLYN’S
AEROBICIZE
Date: March 17-April 16/May 5-Junc 4

Time: Monday and Wednesday, 8:30-9:30

Cost: M-Free. NM-S30.00
Location: 881 Broadview Ave. (gym)

MEN’S SOFTBALL
CALL THE J.C.C. PHYS. ED. DEPT.
232-7306 e\t. 47 for information

RHYTHMIC
GYMNASTICS
Date: March 26-April 16/May 7-June 11

Time: Wednesdays 3:45-4:30 (ages 5-8);

4:30-5:30 (ages 9-12)

Cost: M-S30.00, NM-S35.00

Location: 881 Broadview

Instructor: Mrs. Vlasta Nemec

KARATE
For boys and girls ages 7-12

Date: April 1-22/May 6-June 10

(inclusive)

Time: Tuesdays only, 4:00-5:00 p.m.

Costf M-S35.00, NM-S40.00

Location: 881 Broadview

Instructor: Mr. Ken Lucas

NEW-NEW-NEW
INTRODUCTORY
GOLF
for boys and girls aged 10-15

Dale: April 20

Time: Sunday, 1:00-3:00 p.m.

Cost: M-S5.00, NM-S10.00
Location: Pineview Municipal Golf Course

Maximum: 20 youth

JUNIOR T-BALL
For boys & girls aged 5-8

Dale: May 1
1 -June 15

l ime: Sundays 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Cost: M -SI 0.00, NM-S25.00
Location: 881 Broadview Ave.

ARCHERY
For boys and girls aged 8-12

Dale: April 6-20/May 11-25

(8 sessions)

Time: Sundays, 1:30-2:30 p.m.

Cost: M-S40.00, NM-S55.00
Location: 881 Broadview

Instructor: TBA

INTRODUCTORY
TENNIS

Sadinsky

In Right

by Ian R. Sadinsky

A Tooth Fairy Tale
A true story that should be a candidate for Stephen

Spielberg’s Amazing Stories.

Judy Lieff, who with husband Murray, runs the very

successful J.C.C. Sunday ski program, reports the follow-

ing incident. Apparently on a recent Sunday a rare acci-

dent occurred in which a sixteen year old had her chin

cut and a front tooth knocked out. Help was at hand and
the child was transported immediately to the children’s

hospital for stitches.

Now the twist! A dentist had been contacted and word
was received back at the ski hills that if the tooth could
be found within a two-hour period, a transplant could
be performed. Without a moment’s hesitation, the 150

kids took to the slopes looking for the proverbial needle

in a haystack. Wonder of wonders, the tooth was located

and rushed to the hospital where doctor, victim, and
tooth opening were waiting.

Unfortunately, the tooth could not be transplanted,

(hey! This column deals with reality as cruel as it may
be) and the miracle search was for naught. But it does
show that our youth can pull together under crisis and
this bodes well for the future.

On reflecting on this unusual story, I figure that fin-

ding's white tooth on a mountain of snow is really amaz-
ing. But imagine the odds of finding a doctor and a den-

tist on a Sunday afternoon. That’s incredible.

Sadinsky in Wrong
Yes it’s true. The old right-fielder makes a few errors

from lime to time, so for those of you who are keeping
these columns for the grandchildren please note the

following:

•In the story on Lindie Rudover, the female blackjack
dealer from Whitehorse, we inadvertently moved that

lovely city from the Yukon to the Northwest Territories.

Apologies to Ben and Etta Karp, whose son Ricky and
daughter-in-law Joy. have just opened up the first

McDonald’s in the Yukon in Whitehorse. Good thing

they had a map!
•Carleton prof., Stuart Adam, is ranked nationally as a
tennis master (over-45), rather than as a squash player.

As an old newshound, I am sure he will know the old

media cliche, “say whatever you want, but get the name
right”. That we did, but we apologize for trans-sport-

ing the racquet wizard.

•Jack Shapiro, well known umpire in the Jewish Men’s
Softball League and other city leagues, challenges our
contention that Stephen “Beano” Victor was the
youngest player ever in the JMSL. In fact Jack caught
on with the powerful Minute Car Wash Team of the 50’s

at the tender age of thirteen, thanks to a sensational bare-

handed catch he made off the late Sid Addleman in a pre-

season practice at York Street School. Second baseman
Joe Liff signed him on the spot, and Yankel’s been
around the league ever since. I know that sons of Mur-
ray Ages, Stan Ages, and Gary Sussman have played in

the league pre-bar mitzvah, but we’re talking about full-

time roster players.

WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
Teams are being formed. Players who would like

to join a team please call the J.C.C. Pliys. Ed. Of-

fice at 232-7306 ext. 49

for boys and girls aged 10-12

Date: June 1. 8. 15, 22

Time: Sundays. 1:30-3:30

Cost: TBA
Location: Ottawa Athletic Club

Instructor: TBA

To register for any of the above programs clip out and return form to J.C.C. Phys. Ed. Depart-

ment, 151 Chapel St. or to J.C.C. office, 881 Broadview Avenue. Attention: P.E. Department.

Include Payment - MAKE CHEQUE PAYABLE TO JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE.

N.B. Refunds will be made only if written notice of withdrawal is received at P.E. office before

the program’s second class.

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE
PHYS. ED. DEPARTMENT
REGISTRATION FORM

j
Program 1

The Sound of One Hand Clapping
For those of you who may have caught this column

on cable T.V.’s Shalom Ottawa, I was lamenting the fact

that “most people come up to me and say ‘I’m not a
sports fan but I read your column anyway’. ..If only a
sports fan would tell me that SIR is a ‘can’t miss’.”

Well it happened! Sheila Stanislawski called right after

the Saturday evening airing (after Shabbos) to say that

she never misses the column. And she is a sports fan —
she has to be since she’s married to Irv Osterer whose
idea of a holiday is playing in only two leagues instead

of five on the same day! For your obvious good taste,

this week’s tip of the SIR cap is to you, Sheila!

That’s one.
And that’s SIR. See you in two!

The J.C.C. Health Club offers a sauna, wet steam,
weight room, Health Club lounge — and
stimulating companionship. Join for a month’s trial

membership. We’re sure you’ll want to stay.

Call the J.C.C. Phys. Ed. office at 232-7306, ext. 47.
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Phys. Ed. News
Phys. Ed. Director: Greg Richards

Women's Softball teams
are now being made up
Would you like to join a team? Simply call the J.C.C. at

232-7306, ext. 49 to pre-register. Once teams are full, new players

will be placed on reserve list. Registration night is April 16 at 881

Broadview, the Jewish Community Campus. Cost is $40.00. So

far, the lineup is as follows:

Captains: Linda Watson, Sharon Dciner, Lois Bidner/Frima

Olszynko.
There is room in our lineup for one more captain. Two more

sponsors arc also needed to complete this enthusiastic league.

If you’re interested in softball but want to sharpen your skills

before competitive play begins, we have a program designed just

for you:

NEW PLAYER (OR “RUSTY’’ PLAYER)
SEMINAR

Dale: March 24, 27, 30

Time: 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Location: J.C.C. Chapel St. (Gym)
Seminar Instructor: Dave Sonstrom

Dave coaches a number of women’s teams around the city, and

comes highly recommended by Softball Canada. His seminar

covers the basics of hitting, fielding, throwing, as well as fun-

damental strategies of the game. We’ll need at least 12 players.

Anyone planning to attend the seminar must pre-register at the

J.C.C. Phys. Ed. Department by March 16. (Call 232-7306 ext.

49) This seminar will help the league start off on the right foot.

A minimum of 12 players is required.

MEN’S BASKETBALL LEAGUE
STANDING AS OF FEBRUARY 19

Blue

Gold
Green
Burgundy
Red
White

Games
Played

17

17

11

10

Lost

3

10

14

39

37

Please Note

CABARET
YERUSHALAYIM

Saturday, March 8

Because of emergency personal cir-

cumstances our guest artist, Aric Sinai, will

be unable to fulfill his contract. Those who
have purchased tickets will receive refunds

at the JCC Program Office, 1S1 Chapel

street.

/A. \frr
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— / Sr
If I am not for myself. Who am I

If I am myself alone, What am I ?

\A~ V'V

Commonwealth Jewish Exhibition

a unique exhibit

presenting the diversity

of Jewish life in

19 Commonwealth countries

April 2-13
Sunday — Thursday, 1:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Monday — Thursday, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

at the

Jewish Community Centre
151 Chapel Street

Assembly Hall

Admission is free

The second half of our season has witnessed a resurgence by the

White team. The addition of guard Elliot Birnbaum combined

with aggressive play by Mark Shore have led White to a 3-1 record

this hah . In the meantime, Blue, led by the quick hands and ac-

curate shooting of Billy Holzman and Jeff Friedman, has over-

come first half problems to accumulate a 4-0 record this half.

NOTES: Jeff Pleet set a single game scoring record on February

7 — scoring 38 points against Perry Medicoff’s Gold team. Gold

replied with 21 points from Perry and 18 points from rookie Mike

Zunder in what turned out to be a 61-59 win for Green.

~4~Israel Program Centre Qjr and

The Canada-Israel Cultural Foundation

are pleased to present

rt

L
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'Xflmeri Theatre ,
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't^eeCnescGy, ifatcfl >9, 8:30jxrre.

\Jc\0ish Community Centre

ocCmCssCorLf IT/ CfiapeC -3t.
refreshments'

~Israel Program Centre
Adath Shalom Congregation & J.S.U. Hillel

„
present

3

^l^osfx

Cfio6esfl
bet

uni##unit

'a ns
featuring

PROF. SHMUEL BEN-DOR
of

Ben Gurion University, visiting professor at Concordia University

under the auspices ol

Canada-Israel Foundation for Academic Exchanges

speaking on

Ethiopian Jewry in Israel:

A new life in a new world

Tuesday, March 11, 1986

8:00 p.m.

Jewish Community Centre

free admission 151 Chapel St.
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Jewish Senior Adults

Leisure Club
A joint program of the JCC and JSSA

Just Retired? New in Town? Do you want to meet other in-

teresting and active people? Join us at any of our programs:

UPCOMING EVENTS
• Tuesday, March 4 at 1:30 p.m., the 50+ Drop-in Centre.

151 Chapel Street, Speaker: Dr. Francine Decarie, Red Cross

• LUNCHEON — Thursday, March 6, Agudath Israel

Synagogue, 1400Coldrey Avenue. Speaker: Alma Norman,

Jewish Woman's Network.

• Tuesday, March 11. 1:30 p.m. in the 50 + Drop-in Centre.

Speaker: Sterling Irvine, Operation Go Home.
• Tuesday, March 18, 1:30 p.m., 50+ Drop-in Centre.

Speaker: Bonita Blustein

• Bridge Club Wednesdays 1:00, 50+ Drop-in Centre.

• Chess Club, Wednesdays 7:00, 50+ Drop-in Centre.

For information on all these activities, call Paula at 232-7306.

General discussion meeting:

Thursday, March 20

JEWISH Time: 8 p.m.

WOMEN’S Place: 908 Walkely Road

NETWORK (523-9868)

Topic: “Bertha Pappenheim: Pioneer of

early Jewish feminism"

Golden Age
Club

A joint program of the

JCC and JSSA.

All programs lake place

on Mondays in the

Assembly Hall of the

Jewish Community
Centre, 151 Chapel St.

March 3

Bingo Mini Lunch
12:30

March 10

Israeli Folk Dancing
1:00

March 17

Purim Luncheon
12:30

New members are always

welcome! Come and join

us. For Information:
232-7306.

Ottawa Jewish Singles invite you to

raise your temperature
at a

Spiting Deue/t

‘Dance
Sunday, March 23

at 8:00 p.m.
Disco Reflections

Embassy West Hotel,

1400 Carling Ave.

Celebrate the

Vernal Equinox

and help make
Spring happen!

•Free “warm-up” drink

•Exciting Ambiance

•Great music

•Terrific dance floor

•Dessert

Refreshments

Admission: $10.00

(drink included)

at the door

Jewish Community Centre News Editor — Estelle Melzer

Ottawa Jewish Singles

Co-ordinating Council for Single Activities

Wednesday, March 5

J.C.C., Adult Lounge, 7:30
The Council meets once a month to plan new events and ac-

tivities. Anyone with an idea for a program or a desire to get in-

volved is very welcome to attend and be part of the action.

Wednesday Cocktail Get Together, 9:00 p.m.

New Location! Hartwell’s, Westin Hotel,

March 5 & 19

“The Lounge’’, Westin Hotel, March 12 & 26

Come out and join the crowd at our Wednesday night Cocktail

Get Togethers, as we talk, dance, kibbitz, listen to the music and
generally warm up the evening. Please note we’ve moved into a

new location, Hartwell's, in the Westin Hotel. Our home away
from home in March is the Westin; we’ll alternate on Wednesdays
between Hartwell’s with its disco beat and dance floor, and “The
Lounge” piano bar, with its relaxed atmosphere and quiet

background music. Come on out and make yourself at home.

Lecture: Maintaining Jewish Traditions in a

Non-Nuclear Family Unit

Wednesday, March 12, 8:00

Agudath Israel Congregation, 1400 Coldrey
Today, not everyone lives in a mother, father, children

household. Indeed, increasingly large segments of the Jewish

population are divorced, widowed, single, separated, students,

couples or persons living some form of communal lifestyle. These
Jews face a seldom-discussed, but very real and perplexing pro-

blem, how to maintain Jewish traditions — which are oriented

towards the nuclear family unit — in their non-traditional lifestyle.

Rabbi Arnold Fine of Agudath Israel will explore this problem
in an open and frank discussion. If this lecture concerns you, don’t

miss it.

Spring Fever Dance
Sunday, March 23, 8:00 p.m.

Disco Reflections, Embassy West Hotel,

1400 Carling
Spring has sprung! Or so your calendar tells you. The weather-

man hasn’t gotten the news yet. His thermometer may be register-

ing cold and chilly, but we’ve got plans for raising your
temperature. Come on out to our Spring Fever Dance. Celebrate
the Spring Equinox at Disco Reflections. We’ve got great music,
a terrific dance floor, a vibrant crowd — and we’re throwing in

a free drink as part of our admission to help warm you up fast!

Join in the celebration and help make Spring happen. Admission,
including free drink and coffee and pastries is $10.00 at the door.
If you’d like to get in the behind-the-scenes action and volunteer
for the dance committee, call lisa at 226-4608.

Yuk Yuk’s Komedy Kabaret

88 Albert Street

Saturday, March 15, 8:30 p.m. Registration

deadline: March 10
Everyone needs a few yuks, especially near the end of an Ot-

tawa winter. The laughter is guaranteed at Yuk Yuk’s, the city’s

only professional stand-up comic cabaret. Come out and join us
for an evening of chuckles, giggles, guffaws, howls and just plain

good fun among friends — all for $6.50. For more information
and to reserve your ticket for a great evening, call lisa at 226-4608.

Registration deadline is Monday, March 10.

Bowling

Sunday, March 9, 7:00 p.m.

351 Preston Street (Call Sharon at 820-3678 for info.)

Ottawa Jewish

Singles

invite you to

an evening

at

Yuk Yuk's Komedy Kabaret
Saturday, March 15 at 8:30

88 Albert Street

Admission: $6.50
To reserve your ticket, call lisa at 226-4608. Registration
deadline is March 10.
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The Teen Scene '86

Teen Program Director — Fran Zimel

HaboninhPror Ottawa

NEW ERA BEGINS:
SUNDAY
PROGRAMS

In addition to our Friday meetings we are now
proud to offer special Sunday afternoon activities.

Our first meeting is a special program geared to
youth (age 11 and up)* and their parents.

Workshop On Jewish Values
Everyone is cordially invited to attend this event

on

SUNDAY, MARCH 16

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

at the
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE — 151 Chapel St.

•Free admission ‘Exciting program -Refreshments
For more information on this and other youth pro-

grams call Nehemia 232-7306 or Ian 233-4217.

*ln planning stages is a special program for 9 year
olds and up! Watch for more information on these
pages.

V ^ T
Agudath Israel-USY
invites ALL Jewish Teens to worship

with us at our first

S&aUat Service

Saturday, March 22

at 9:30 a.m.
Agudath Israel Synagogue

1400 Coldrey

•Shabbat Service *D 'vur Torah •Shabbat Enhancement

•Lunch

Reservations are a must by Monday, March 17.

($3.00 fee covers lunch). To register call Agudath

Israel at 728-3501 or David Fisher at 725-7053.

For: 10 - 13 year olds — boys and girls

When: Sunday mornings from 10-12 noon
Starting May 4 till June 22

Where: Jewish Community Campus — 881 Broadview

Cost: $10.00 registration fee

Free Team T-shirt

If interested call either Sharon, Fran or the JCC Switchboard at

232-7306 and leave your name, address, phone number and age.

Parents
Coaches needed for tween softball league. If interested

call either Sharon, Fran or JCC Switchboard at 232-7306

and leave your name and phone number.

— >

New...New...New...New.. .New...New

TWEEN GROUP
If you are in grade 6 or eleven years old and your name is not on this list. ..pick up
your phone and call either Sharon, Fran or the J.C.C. Switchboard at 232-7306 and
leave your name, address, phone number and birthdate. Don't miss out on our up-
coming programs.

Sherri Abramson James Gardner Tammy Sadinsky
Sherry Adler Joshua Gluck Rebecca Shane
Ori Afek Julia Goldberg Pamela Shore
Stephanie Acel Jared Greenberg Shiri Smolkin
Kathryn Ages Joanne Gorenstein Shana Levin
Mark Agulnick Elizabeth Gray Vanessa Lyon
Joanna Allice Liad Haimovici Liat Menipaz
Andrea Asherman Simona Hassan Sarah Papoff
Andrea Backman Mitchell Hirshhorn Cindy Presser
Alex Baker Alana Hock Lome Rajzman
Joey Benedek Andrew Horlick Marshall Rutman
Jasmine Bernstein Daniel Iny Shelly Samel
Seth Bernstein Jody Itzkovitch Stephanie Shapiro
Jennifer Bitz Sheri Kapinsky Zvi Silver
Adrienne Blattel Adam Katz Alon Sobol
Jessica Blitt Jeremy Klein Benjamin Silverman
Stacey Carroll Michael Kronick Yaakov Spatz
Teddy Citrome Brent Ladouceur Derek Steingarten
Marni Cleiman Nomi Lazar Ross Tavel
Lewis Cohen Yakov Levinson Elana Trainoff
llan D’anjou Amad Maimon Ricki Viner
Harel Davidson Theodore Neuman Molly Tepper
Jessica Ehrenworth Sarah Phillips Mario Slipacoff
Rebecca Esrock Lauren Rabin Jennifer Starkman
Sari Ann Farber Leah Ross Tammy Stone
Steven Farber David Sachs Steven Tenenbaum
Shauna Feinstein Allan Schilkraut Josh Turner
Kimberly Feldman David Sherman Shawn Wexler
Shira Fine ' Simone Smith Alex Zoslavsky
Jennifer Finestone David Levin Jamie Solman
Jonathan Fish Daniel Markez Natasha Steinberg
Andrew Freed Sharie Miller Jennifer Swimmer
Daniel Freedman Jonathan Postner Romy Terkel
Ruben Braiter Diana Racalis Michael Velsher
Andrew Gaffen Raphael Rostenne Bradley Wiseman

L V

•Agudath Israel-U.S. Y.

•Belh Shalom Youth

•B’nai Brith Youth

v l

•Dror/Habonim

•I' •F.R.O.S.T.Y.

•Machzikei Hadas
Youth

N.C.C.J.Y.’s

COMMUNITY PURIM CARNIVAL
a time for families to have fun together

Sunday, March 23
Booths

Prizes

Balloons

Magician

Food
Fun

1:30 - 4:00 p.m.

JCC 151 Chapel St.

Admission: $2.00 per person;

$1.00 child with costume:

accompanying parent free.
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The Board of Directors of

the Ottawa Jewish Community
Foundation acknowledges with

thanks contributions to the

following funds as of February

6, 1986:

SARA ABRAHAMSON
MEMORIAL FUND

Wishing a speedy recovery to

Roy Abrahamson, Toronto, by

Adele and Bernard Shinder and
family.

LIBBY AND LOUIS
AGULNIK FUND

In observance of the Yarzheit

of my husband Louis by Libby

Agulnik.

HARRY ALTMAN
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Mrs.
Hochberg, Toronto by Betty

and Irving Altman.

ANNE ARRON
MEMORIAL FUND

In honour of Bernard
Shinder on his 50th birthday by
Daphne and Stanley Arron.

In memory of Harry Lipsky,

Mil., father of Naomi
Cracower by Daphne and
Stanley Arron.

IRVING AND CLAIRE
BERCOVITCH FUND

Mazel Tov to Isabel and Nor-
man Lesh on the engagement of

their daughter Cheryl to Mr.
Andre Ibghy, Mtl. by Claire

and Irving Bercovitch and
family.

LOUIS AND SALOME
BERGER

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Harry Lipsky,

Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Ruth and Gerald
Berger.

ALEX AND MOLLIE
BETCHERMAN

MEMORIAL FUND
Many more happy anniver-

saries to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac

Goldman, Toronto by Joy and
Max Rosenstein.

Best wishes for a speedy and
complete recovery to Fay
Fogel, Mtl. by Joy and Max
Rosenstein; and by Lena
Michelson.

WILLIAM CANTER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In memory of Sophie

Wolochow by William Canter.

HOWARD AND JEFFREY
COGAN

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of Freda Macy by

Fred and Lisa Cogan.
In memory of Harry Lipsky,

Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Fred and Lisa
Cogan.

PHILLIP COHEN
MEMORIAL FUND

Mazal Tov to Doris and Irv-

ing Leibovitch, Mtl. on the

birth of their first grand-

daughter by Doris and Nat
Edelstein.

HARRY COOPER
MEMORIAL FUND

Best wishes for a happy and
healthy birthday to Sarah Kizell

by Jean Cooper; and by the

Pauline Bilsky Chapter of

Hadassah.

ALLAN AND NAOMI
CRACOWER FUND

In memory of Harry Lipsky,

Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Arthur and Linda

Cogan; by Martin and Gittel

Tatz; by Barbara and Len
Farber and family; by Libby
and Stan Katz; and by Simone
and Arnell Goldberg.

ABRAHAM AND FANNY
DOBROW

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Esther Solman

by Dr. and Mrs. Morris
Resnick.

With sincere appreciation to

Harry and Malca Goldstein,

Harry Shaikin, Sid and Geri

Goldstein, Jeff and Adele
Sidney and Eileen Goldstein,

Toronto by Gus Solman and
family.

LAWRENCE AND AUDREY
FREIMAN (CICF)

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of Sally Feldman

by Canada-Israel Cultural
Foundation.

STAN AND LIBBY
GLUBE FUND

In honour of Joe Glube,
Halifax, N.S. on his 90th bir-

thday by Malcolm, Vera, Mark
and Sharon Glube.

EVA GOLDFIELD
MEMORIAL FUND

Mazal Tov and best wishes to

our dear niece and nephew,
Diane and Morley Goldfield on
their wedding anniversary by
Sonia and Arthur Viner.

GILBERT AND BESS
GREENBERG

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Jarvis Freed-

man by Dr. and Mrs. Joseph

Koreen, Greenlawn, N.Y.

MORRIS AND MIRIAM
GREENBERG

MEMORIAL FUND
In observance of the Yarzheit

of my parents Morris Leon and
Miriam Leah Greenberg by

Sarah Greenberg Richler, Mtl.

ZELDA AND JOHN
GREENBERG FUND

Mazal Tov to Ricky and
Marty Saslove on the birth of

their granddaughter by Zelda

and John Greenberg

WILLIAM AND LENKE
GROSSMAN FUND

In memory of Hermine
Fleischmann, Australia, sister

of William Grossman by Den-
nis and Maureen Newton; by

Sandy and Moe Segal; by Mary
and Len Potechin; by Anne and

Reuben Kalin; by Blanche and
Joe Osterer; by Elaine Robert-

son; by Boyd Employees’
Association; by Hyman and
Lilian Gould; and by Sol and
Zelaine Shinder.

HILLEL ACADEMY
ENDOWMENT FUND

In memory of Esther Solman
by Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Rothman.

In memory of Harry Lipsky,

Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Katie and Izzy

Farber.

Birthday wishes to Cindy
Engel by the staff of Vaad and
UJA.

HILLEL LODGE
ENDOWMENT FUND
In memory of Freda Macy by

Pierre and Suzanne Carter.

In memory of David Rad-

noff by Donald and Lee
Chodikoff.

In memory of Harry Pleet by
Linda and Arthur Cogan; and
by Joe and Becky Liff.

In memory of Sadie Cahn by
Dr. Jack Berman.

In memory of Sally Feldman
by Dr. Jack Berman.

In memory of sister and
brother-in-law of Diane Her-

shorn by Elizabeth and Mark
Wolynetz.

In honour of Dave and
Daphne Kronick on their 40th
wedding anniversary by Cindy
and Abe Engel and family.

In honour of Mrs. Flo

Dubinsky on her 75th birthday

by Barbara and Syd Greenberg.

HY HOCHBERG
MEMORIAL

LECTURE FUND
In observance of the first

Yarzheit of Hy Hochberg by
Jerry, Joyce and Aviva
Solomon; by the staff of Vaad
and UJA; and by Simone and
Arnell Goldberg.

In loving memory and obser-

vance of the Yarzheit of Hy
Hochberg, dearly loved
brother, brother-in-law and
Uncle by Harry and Rose
(Hochberg) Goldberg and fami-

ly, Mtl.

HY AND PAULINE
HOCHBERG FUND

In observance of the first

Yarzheit of Hy Hochberg by
Norma and Ben Matchen.

JEWISH COMMUNITY
CENTRE YOUTH
SERVICES FUND

Mazal Tov to Liz and Arnon
Vered on the birth of their

daughter by the Board of Direc-

tors of JCC.
In memory of Harry Lipsky,

Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by the Board and
staff of JCC; and by Ginnie
and Ron Boro.

JEWISH SOCIAL SERVICES
AGENCY FUND

In loving memory of Anne
Holtzman, Saint John, N.B. by
Sandra and Norman Slover and
family.

In memory of Harry Lipsky,
father of Naomi Cracower by
Elaine and Eli Rabin.

JEREMY KANTER
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Mamie Elysse

Berezin by the Moss family.

MAX AND DORA
KAPINSKY KARP
MEMORIAL FUND

In honour of Mrs. Flo
Dubinsky on her 75th birthday

by Nap and Fay Kapinsky.

KEMPTVILLE BETH
ISRAEL

SYNAGOGUE FUND
Mazal Tov to Ruth and Ar-

thur Kizell and Mrs. Musia
Kizell on the birth of a grand-

son and great-grandson by
Aunt Ida Bien and Jeff.

In honour of Musia Kizell on
her 80th birthday by her son

and daughter-in-law Arthur
and Ruth Kizell; and by her

grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In memory of Chaim Miller

by Ruth and Arthur Kizell; and

by Ida and Jeff Bien.

ARTHUR AND SARAH
KIMMEL

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Freda Macy by

Arnie and Roslyn Kimmel.
In memory of David Rad-

noff by Arnie and Roslyn
Kimmel.

In memory of Marcia Miller

by Arnie and Roslyn Kimmel.
In memory of Harry Lipsky,

Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Arnie and Roslyn
Kimmel.
Mazal Tov to Isabel and

Norman Lesh on the engage-

ment of their daughter Cheryl

to Mr. Andre Ibghy, Mtl. by
Sarah, Arnie, Harley and Ina

Swedler.

KOFFMAN FAMILY
ENDOWMENT FUND
In honour of Myer Gordon,

Toronto on his special birthday

by Ann and A1 Bloom.

GERTRUDE PLEET
KOTLARSKY

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Esther Solman

by Harry Kotlarsky.

In memory of Mamie Elysse

Berezin by Harry Kotlarsky.

KOVOD FUND
Mazel Tov to Zeev and Sarah

Vered on the birth of a grand-

daughter by Gittel and Martin
Tatz.

Mazal Tov to Ricky and
Marty Saslove on the birth of

a granddaughter by Laura and
Milton Greenberg.

KRANTZBERG KRANE
FAMILY FOUNDATION
In observance of the Yarzheit

of Jack Krantzberg by Gerry
and Morrie Krantzberg, Mtl.

Birthday wishes to Dr. Sam
Krane by Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Laing.

SAMUEL AND IRENE
KRONICK FUND

In memory of a dear uncle of
Russell Kronick, Chicago by
Gittel and Martin Tatz.

HARRY LEIKIN
ENDOWMENT FUND
Best wishes to Dr. John Ker-

shman on the opening of his

practice in Orthodontics and
Periodontics by Barbara, Len,

(Continued next page)
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An understanding concern for all families we serve,

regardless of financial circumstances, has been the aim
of Hulse and Playfair since its founding 58 years ago.
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Keith Shaver

Alex Caldwell

Laird Barclay

Brian McGarry

Central Chapel

315 McLeod St., 233-1143

West Chapel

1098 Byron Avc., 728-1761

St. Laurent Funeral Home
1200 Ogilvie Rd., 748-1200

Passover in

Israel

Catskills

Florida

...CALL NOW

nf'Kjt ExecutiveSSWTm Travel
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60 Queen St., Suite 303

Sandy Granatstein CTC
Nancy Borer CTC

236-5555
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Steven and Michael Farber.
In memory of David Rad-

noff by Bella and Harry Leikin.

JACK LEVIN
MEMORIAL FUND

In honour of Ben and Shirley
Levin on their anniversary by
Goldie Levine.

JOSEPH AND EVELYN
LIEFF FUND

Congratulations to Lynne
and Morley Sobcuff and Zaida
Sobcuff on the engagement of
Liane by Norma and Ben
Matchen.

ARNOLD AND ROSE
LITHWICK FUND

Mazal Tov to Mrs. Sarah
Kizell on her 90th birthday by
Rose Lithwick and family.

In observance of the Yarzheit
of a dear brother and brother-
in-law Arnold Lithwick by Irv-

ing and Ellen Lithwick.

FREDA MACY
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Freda Macy by
Ricky and Marty Saslove; by
Carol and Lorry Greenberg and
family; by Roslyn and Sam
Gershon; and by Dorothy and
Herb Nadolny.

ABRAM AND EDITH
MOLOT

MEMORIAL FUND
Mazal Tov to a dear husband

and father, Henry Molot, on
his Federal Appointment as a
Queen’s Counsel by Maureen,
Alex and Edie.

In honour of Henry Molot
on his Federal Appointment as
a Queen’s Counsel by Barbara
and Len Farber; and by Sam
and Dora Litwack and family.
Mazal Tov to Dora and Sam

Litwack on the engagement of
their son Paul Michael to Miss
Shira Roskies, Mtl. by Maureen
and Henry Molot and family.
Mazal Tov to Mr. and Mrs.

Jack Shuman, Toronto on the
birth of their 3rd grand-
daughter by Maureen and
Henry Molot and family.

Wishing a r’fuah sh’Iemah to

Seymour Shuchat, Mtl. by
Henry, Maureen, Alex and
Edie Molot.

MAX AND IDA NADOLNY
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Harry Pleet by
Dorothy and Herb Nadolny.

BENJAMIN AND BESSIE
POLOWIN

MEMORIAL FUND
In honour of our parents

Malca and Chuck on their 25th
wedding anniversary by Shari

and Donna Polowin.
In honour of Chuck and

Malca Polowin on their 25th
wedding anniversary by Hyman
and Gladys Polowin; and by
Heidi and Steve Polowin.

DAVE AND BETTY
POLOWIN FUND

In honour of Dave and Bet-

ty Polowin on their 40th wed-

ding anniversary by Hyman
and Gladys Polowin.

JACOB AND LEAH RIVERS
MEMORIAL FUND

In honour of Sid Shapiro on
his special birthday by Goldie
and Albert Rivers.

HERMAN AND ZELDA
ROODMAN FUND

With appreciation to Zelda
and Herman Roodman by
Louis and Minerva Cohen.

ISADORE AND ROSSIE
ROSE FUND

In observance of the Yarzheit

of father Morris Greenberg by
Syd and Barbara Greenberg.

SAMUEL AND LILLIAN
SASLOVE FUND

Mazal Tov to Isabel and
Norman Lesh on the engage-
ment of their daughter Cheryl
to Mr. Andre Ibghy, Mtl. by
Dorothy and Maurie Karp.
Mazal Tov to Leah and Mor-

ris Melamed on the engagement
of their son Elliott to Miss
Elaine Rogozinsky, Mtl. by
Dorothy and Maurie Karp.

DR. AND MRS. NATHAN
SCHECTER FUND

In memory of a dear sister

Sadie Cahn by Rebecca
Gelman, Toronto.

In observance of the Yarzheit
of my mother Mindel Schecter
by Ann Schecter.

In observance of the Yarzheit
of my brother Jack by Ann
Schecter.

MAURICE AND GOLDIE
SHABINSKY FUND

Congratulations to Sol and
Laya Shabinsky on the birth of
a new grandson Benjamin by
Joany, Andy and Jaclyn Katz.

HAROLD SHAFFER
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Mrs. Esther
Marcus, mother of George by
Shirley and Shier Berman.

SYLVIA SHERMAN
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of David Rad-
noff by Julie and Jack
Sherman.

ARNOLD SHINDER
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In honour of the 50th birth-

day of Bernard Shinder by
Herb and Lil Cohen; by
Rhoda, Bert, Lisa, Barbara and
Mark Blevis; by Ruth and Joe
Viner; by Sandra and Jacie

Levinson; by Ruth and'Andrew
Baron, California; by Linda
and Roy Harris, Toronto; by
Gloria and Barry Trainoff; by
Cecil and Florence Shinder; by
Aunt Sylvia Shinder; by Ernie
and Ray Goldstein and family;

by Diane and Allen Abramson
and Naomi; by Hy and Ruth
Calof; by Simmy, Chuck, An-
drea, Allison and Paul Gard-
ner; by John and Sunny Tavel;

by Avraham and Elissa Iny; by
Barbara and Syd Greenberg;
and bv Norman and Elaine
Wolfish.

In memory of Mr.
Berkowitz, Mtl. by Adele and
Bernard Shinder.

Mazal Tov to Melanie Max
on her engagement to Mr.
Michael Polowin by Adele and
Bernard Shinder.

ISRAEL AND REBECCA
SHORE MEMORIAL

FUND
Mazala Tov to Zelda and Ir-

ving Adessky, Mtl. on the birth
of their granddaughter by
Leonard, Jayson and Amanda
Shore.

Mazel Tov to Zeev and Sarah
Vered on the birth of their

granddaughter by Leonard,
Jayson and Amanda Shore.
Mazal Tov to Laya and Sol

Shabinsky on the birth of their
new grandson by Leonard,
Jayson and Amanda Shore.
Mazal Tov to Mrs. Bess

(Moe) Greenberg on the birth
of a new great-grandson by
Leonard, Jayson and Amanda
Shore.

In honour of Bernard
Shinder on his 50th birthday by
Leonard Shore.

In memory of Carl Manner,
N.Y. by Leonard, Jayson and
Amanda Shore; by Gordon and
Goldie Shore; and by Gilbert

and Jackie Shore.
In memory of Max

Goldenberg, Toronto by
Leonard Shore.

In memory of Harry Lipsky,
Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Leonard Shore.

LOUIS SLACK
MEMORIAL FUND

In memory of Harry Lipsky,
Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Lester and Myra
Aronson.

JACK AND LINDA
SMITH FUND

In memory of Shopse Kauf-
man, Mtl. by Jack and Linda
Smith.

WILLIAM “BILL”
STERNBERG

MEMORIAL FUND
In appreciation to Anne and

Ralph Sternberg by Stephanie
Wolfe.

In memory of Rose Stern-
berg by Shirley and Victor
Steinberg.

SAUL AND FANNY
TANNER

MEMORIAL FUND
Best wishes for a speedy

recovery to Ed' Willis by Louis
and Minerva Cohen.

CHARLES AND RAE
TAVEL

MEMORIAL FUND
In honour of Abe Palmer on

his 75th birthday by Sunny,
John, Robyn, Lesley and Ross
Tavel.

In honour of Mr. and Mrs.
Abe Palmer on their 51st wed-
ding anniversary by Sunny,
John, Robyn, Lesley and Ross
Tavel.

STEPHEN AND GAIL
VICTOR FUND

In memory of Harry Lipsky,
Mtl., father of Naomi
Cracower by Stephen and Gail
Victor.

HARRY AND RAE
VVEIDMAN

MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Mrs.

Hochberg, Toronto by Roslyn
and Myles Taller; and by Mar-
cia Dworkin and family,
Toronto.

SAM ZARET
MEMORIAL FUND

In honour of Mrs. Flo
Dubinsky on her 75th birthday

by Sarah and Lou Satov.

In memory of Freda Macy by
Helene Zaret.

In memory of David Rad-
noff by Helene Zaret.

Wishing continued good
health to Leslie Steven Shinder
by Helene Zaret.

Contributions may be made
by phoning Laura Greenberg at

232-7306, Monday to Friday,

9-5. Attractive card are sent to

convey the appropriate sen-

timents. All donations are

acknowledged with an official

receipt for income tax pur-

poses. We accept VISA.

New elections

being predicted

JERUSALEM — Minister-

Without-Portfolio Ezer Weiz-

man predicted recently that new
elections will be held in Israel,

possibly next summer, before

Premier Shimon Peres is re-

quired to hand over his office

to Likud leader Yitzhak Shamir

under the terms of the Labor-

Likud unity coalition

agreement.
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Weizmann biochemist Dr. Emanuel Hanski works on an improved
whooping cough vaccine.

Researching improved
vaccine at Weizmann
A young Weizmann Institute biochemist may be on the way

to developing a safer and more effective whooping cough vaccine.
The vaccine currently available can potentially cause a host of

side-effects, including permanent brain damage, that occasionally
prove fatal. Due to these side-effects, acceptance of vaccination
by the public has decreased in many countries. As a result, the
incidence of whooping cough has substantially increased in these
countries.

At the Weizmann Institute, biochemist Dr. Emmanuel Hanski
is investigating the properties of a unique emzyme secreted by
whooping cough bacteria. He believes this material will provide
the basis for a new, safer and more efficient vaccine against
whooping cough.

The family of the late

David Radnoff
wishes to extend sincere appreciation to their relatives and
friends for their many caring messages and generous con-
tributions to charitable organizations during David's
illness and in the time of our bereavement. Your kindness
will always be remembered.

Freda Radnoff
Son Kenneth and Daughter Sylvia

In Appreciation

Mr. Joe Cratzbarg wishes to thank his relatives and
friends for their many kindnesses, good wishes,

flowers, gifts and donations to charitable organiza-

tions wishing him a r’fuah sh’lemah. It was much
appreciated.

Ports of Call Group Tours to

15RHEL
"SENIORS TOUR

”

May 14 — May 28

from $799.00 pp USA dble occ.

Land cost only

Price includes:
•13 nights 4 star hotels ‘nightclub in Jerusalem
•8 days sightseeing *all admission fees,

•full Israeli breakfast daily transfers & porterage
•2 Shabbat dinners *tour guide throughout

Airfare Mtl.-Tel Aviv-Mtl.

$1149.00 edn
includes bus fare Otfawa-Mirabel-OHawa

Call for details

MARILYN TALLER-WASERMAN
BARBARA WEISS

238-2400
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Community Calendar
Sunday, March 2

Machzikei Hadas Breakfast Club, Speaker: Mayor Jim
Durrell, Machzikei Hadas, 2310 Virginia Drive, 9:45 a.m.
Canadian Jewish Congress Soviet Jewry Conference

and Dinner, Social Hall, J.C.C., 4 p.m.

Monday, March 3
Canadian Jewish Congress Soviet Jewry Conference,

Social Hall, J.C.C., 9-4 p.m.
Golden Age Bingo/Mini Lunch, Assembly Hall,

J.C.C., 12:30 p.m.

Tuesday, March 4

50+ Drop-In Centre, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 5

50+ Bridge Club, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 1 p.m.
50+ Chess Club, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 7 p.m.
Jewish Singles Cocktails, Hartwells, Westin Hotel, 9

p.m.

Thursday, March 6
Jewish Singles Badminton, Gymnasium, J.C.C., 7:30

p.m.

Sunday, March 9
Beth Shalom Family Brunch, Social Hall, J.C.C., 9:30

a.m.

Monday, March 10

Golden Age Meeting, Assembly Hall, J.C.C., 1 p.m.
National Film Board and Canada-Israel Cultural Foun-

dation Film ‘Dark Lullabies’, National Arts Centre, 8

p.m.

Tuesday, March 11

JSU Network Lobby Day, Assembly Hall, J.C.C.,
10:30-2:30 p.m.
50+ Drop-In Centre, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 1:30 p.m.
Israel Program Centre, JSU and Adath Shalom Rosh

Chodesh Adar Bet, Assembly Hall, J.C.C., 8 p.m.
Machzikei Hadas Sisterhood Meeting, Machzikei

Hadas, 2310 Virginia Drive, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, March 12
50+ Bridge Club, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 1 p.m.
50+ Chess Club, 50+ Lounge, J.C.C., 7 p.m.
J.C.C. Lecture: Maintaining Jewish Traditions in a

Non-Nuclear Family Unit, with Rabbi Arnold Fine,
Agudalh Israel, 1400 Coldrey Avenue, 8 p.m.

Jewish Singles Cocktails, The Lounge, Westin Hotel,
9 p.m.

Thursday, March 13
Jewish Singles Badminton, Gymnasium, J.C.C.

,
7:30

p.m.

Saturday, March 15
Jewish Singles Evening, Yuk Yuk’s Komedy Kabaret,

88 Albert Street, 8:30 p.m.

This information is taken from the community calen-

dar maintained by the Women’s Federation of the Jewish
Community Council. Organizations who would like their

events to be listed, no matter where they are to be held,

should make sure they are recorded by calling 232-7306
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Provide accurate details.

Bulletin Deadlines
Wednesday, March 12 for March 26 issue

Wednesday, March 24 for April 11 issue

Next issue: March 14

Machzikei Hadas hosts

SchoIar-in-Residence
The Adult Education Com-

mittee of Congregation
Machzikei Hadas is pleased to

announce a Scholar-in-

Residence program for the

Weekend of March 21-23.

The guest scholar will be Dr.

Ben Schlesinger of Toronto, a

noted sociologist with an inter-

national reputation.

The weekend begins with a

Shabbat evening program.
After the services, a traditional

Shabbat meal will be served at

7:00 p.m. Following the meal,

Dr. Schlesinger will speak on
“What Makes Jewish Mar-
riages Last.’’

On Shabbat morning, Dr.

Schlesinger will address the

congregation during services on
the theme, “Prospects for the

Jewish Family In Our Time.”
On Sunday, March 23, Dr.

Schlesinger will speak at a

breakfast, on “Sexual Pro-
blems Confronting the Jewish
Family.” Breakfast begins at

9:45 a.m. following Shachris.

Dr. Ben Schlesinger

The community is invited to

attend what promises to be an
outstanding weekend. The cost

of the Shabbat rtieal is $12.00

per adult and $7.00 per child.

For further information, call

521-9700.

SHABBAT
CANDLELIGHTING

February 28 — 5:27 p.m.
March 4 — 5:36 p.m.
March 14 — 5:46 p.m.

Second Ctass Mail

Registration No. 4544

Condolences
Condolences are extended to

the families of:

Mrs. Gertrude Cohen
Mrs. Ida (Gerstl) Fekete,

Sydney, Australia (sister of
Mrs. Grete Cohen)
Samuel Finkelman, Toronto

(father of Sid Finkelman)
Naomi Greenberg
Mrs. Sarah Marcus
Mrs. Julia (Golden) Rodier,

Montreal, (sister of Mrs. Dora
(Nathan) Wolfe)

Mrs. Miriam Shaikin
Mrs. Carmen Louise Viner
May their memories by a

blessing.

Square is named
for Maimonides
SAO PAULO — In the

predominantly Jewish
neighborhood Bom Retiro, the

Mayor of Sao Paulo, Mario
Covas, inaugurated the Moises
Maimonides Square in memory
of the great Jewish sage whose
850th birthday is being com-
memorated, the World Jewish

Congress reported. The festive

ceremony included wide public

participation.

SUPER
WALK
'86 ...

SUNDAY.
MAY 25, 1986


